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From the left, Gov. Edmund S. Muskie, Rockland ( lty Manager Lloyd K. Allen, und City Council
Chairman Henry S. Marsh, converse Informally preceding the governor's speech Thursday night ut the
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Maine Municipal Association convention.
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BE national plant

strike

Hagberg Dies After Being Crushed
By Two Ton Slab Of Stone Curbing

K-,
— — _ workers tat plants2 —in the
. country
X ...111
The (V-jA
200 or __
more
will1 be shut
down
by
strikes.
Dragon Cement Company and
The Union seeks to obtain a
officials of the firm are waiting
minimum -.vage in all plants equal
out in labor negotiations what
A 63 year old Clark Island man. enroute to the hospital.
to the highest now being paid by
may result in a shutdown of the cement plant.
Peerless Cement Carl Oscar Hagberg. employed as
Arnold Hocking, vice president of
110 cement plants of the nation. Company in Detroit pays $2 per a driller at the Hocking Granite ,he &rani,e works, said Hagberg
had been drilling holes in a huge
Negotiatons between the local hour for common laborers, being industries at Clark Island, died
chapter of the United Cement, forced todo so by the competition an ambulance enroute to Knox bl<Kk of *ranite ,orcurbing while
Lime and Gypsum Workers In- for workers from the auto Indus- Hospital Friday morning following s,andinK on the block- Another
ternational and Dragon manage- try.
an accjdent at (he quarry when a piece, standing up beside him. fell
ment have, been without incident.
Dragon has offered a 10 cent two ton slab of curb granite fell over, pinning him from thc waist
down.
Weight of the toppling
The local contract expired on May an hour increase for all workers. on him.
1 and the plant crews have stayed The Union asks additional fringe
Hagberg's injuries resulted in ! granite was estimated at two tons.
on the job on a day to day basis benefits which would according to his death when occlusion of the It stood four feet high, was about
six feet long and several inches
by agreemnt since.
management, amount to another largr blood vessels occurred. Dr.
thick.
The national picture is a diff- 10 cents per hour. Included i-s David Mann? Knox County Medical
The victim was working alone on
erent thing a.s the eight or 10 Sunday
overtime for regular Examiner reported,
the granite block although a half
plants of the Penn-Dixie Cement shifts, another week of vacation
The accident victim sustained
Company have been closed down and the differential adjustments compound fractures of both thighs dozen other workers were in the
vicinity. James Clark of Clark
hy the union.
previously outlined.
and was dead on arrival at the
Island was the first worker to
Plncpident Felix Jones of the
American Marietta Corporation hospital. He was being carried to
reach Halberg but was unable to
Union has informed cement plant of Chicago, which now owns the hospital in a Davis ambulance,
move him until a crane hoisted
management, acording to John M. Dragon Cement, owns two other which had been rushed to the
the slab which pinned him down.
Pomeroy, general superintendent cement
companies.
Standard scene. Death is thought to have
Dr Wesley Wasgatt. called to the
of the Thomaston plant, that un Lime & Cement and Southern Ce- occurred as the ambulance swung
scene, administered a sedative to
less terms are met by Ju'y 1 all ment for a total of six plants.
into Limerock street in Rockland
the still conscious workman. He
was placed aboard the ambulance
which arrived minutes later.

Hagberg had been using a portable compressed air drill in the
curbing yard preparing the granite
slabs for use as sidewalk curbing.
Hockingreported
that nobody
noticedthe accident until
they
heard Hagberg's cries,
Hagtterg had no children. He is
survived by his wife, Mrs. Bessie
Hagberg, and three sisters living
in Sweden.
He was born in Sweden March
17. 1894. but lived in this country
most of his life. He had been em
ployed at the quarry as a paving
cutter and driller soon after arriving in this country.
Hagberg was a member of the
Odd Fellows Lodge in New Britain,
Conn.
Funeral' services will be held at
the Davis Funeral Home in Thom
aston Monday at 1 p. m. with Rev.
J. Charles MacDonald officiating.
Interment will be in the North Par
ish Cemetery at Wiley's Corner.

Lobstermen Advised Not To Depend
PODKOWA WARREN
On Glutted New York Market, But
To Explore Vast Untapped Areas

Governor Edmund S. Muskie
Elden Shute. Waldoboro town Miss Doris Hyler. Warren clerk;
termed the bill for more adequate manager and vice president of Mrs. Loretta C. Lash. Friendship
clerk, and her husband, John
ferry service to Knox County the organization, conducted the
Lash. Friendship deputy clerk;
islands, recently signed by him, general business sessions throughMrs. Evelyn M. Tewksbury, CamArthur Babson, a leading MassaHe backed Babson in recoma boon for Maine and a step in out the two day affair.
den town clerk, and L. Lenore ehusetts lobster dealer, told mem- mending a development of the lob
line with the state development'
Part of the entertainment pro- Niles. Camden deputy clerk; Clara bers of the Maine Lobstermen's ster consumer market facilities
gram included in the agenda were W. Lane, Rockport clerk: William Association gathered at the Thorn- and explained that this could be
program.
Gov. Muskie referred to the trips to the Farnsworth Museum H. Brooks. Jr., Waldoboro clerk, dike Hotel Thursday that their real done much as it is carired out in
$2,500,000 bond issue ferry pro Thursday, a lobster bake at the and Beulah D. Ralph,
deputy hopes for prosperity rested in the the potato and sardine industries,
gram in a speech made to nearly hotel Wednesday evening and a clerk.
exploitation of unlimited and un- through the setting up of market200 members of the Maine Munici journey by 43 members and guests
ThiiC group heard talks by Edson touched markets.
ing councils or committees.
Babson urged the 175 members "The basic market is practically
pal Asscoiation meeting at their aboard the mail boat Mary A to K. Labrack. registrar at the vital
spring convention at the Samoset Vinalhaven.
statistics department in Augusta, attending the third annual conven- an untapped potential," Chapman
Hotel Wednesday and Thursday.
It was noted that State Senator and Frank Chaplin, executive sec- tion of the Association to seek out reported.
Discussions other markets in addition to the j Ronald Green. Commissioner of
The governor visited the convcrs Norman Fergurson of Hanover, l-etary of the MMA.
legislation heavily loaded New- York market.! Sea and Shore Fisheries, spoke to
tion Thursday evening.
signer of the majority ‘‘ought not centered on recent
Babson is head of the Consoli-! the group discussing the several
Muskie told the gathering he to pass" report in committee hear- which was the theme throughout
dated Lobster Company of Boston items of legislation authorized by
was very proud of Maine's coastal ings on the ferry bill bond issue, all bodies in the convention.
Joshua Southard, director of the
Fishermen, dealers and custom- the recent session of legislature.
area and often boasted to out of was among those taking the trip.
Meeting in conjunction with the Rockland Welfare Department. eIS would benefit if a uniform 1 Chapman reported, following the
State acquaintances that he was
governor of a state with such a MMA was the Maine City and w-as called upon to answer many gauge law- were in effect all along meeting, that he found much supTow-n Clerks, Assessors’ and Tax of the questions pertaining to de- Ike Atlantic coast, Babson stated port during his last campaign for
long coast line.
partment policy by Paul McLay
Philip Chapman. Jr., of Portland, the Republican nomination for
The Knox County towns w-ere Collectors.
Clerks attending from this area of the division of general relief of former Republican gubernatorial governor and should this support
well represented at the two day
convention, principally by Rock included Rockland's Gerald U. the Department of Health and candidate, pointed out that such an exist and conditions warrant it
land City Manager Lloyd A. Allen Margeson who has been secretary Welfare. Southard was the wel association as the MLA was the during the next campaign in 1958.
who is currently president of thc of thc City and Town Clerks As fare director longest in office at only hope for survival of small he would again be a candidate.
businessmen in the competitive I During brief business sessions.
sociation for thc past nine years; tending.
MMA.
economic picture of today.
I lobster fishermen authorized the
He explained that such organi- executive committee of the assoV. Wiley of Tenants Harbor, junior
Knox County Post
zation was the only way that ciation to see that an equitable
vice commander and judge advo Curtis Retires
proper legislative redress was to minimum price is received for
cate; Aithur Gamage. Rockland, After 46 Years
Formed By Vets
be obtained and the only way small their catch during the shedder
quartermaster; Roy Bell of Thom
business men can preserve a fair season. They instructed the comaston,
chaplain;
Theodore
Perry,
Of Contracting
Of World War I
bargaining balance. The Associa mittee to meet with dealers to disRockland, adjutant. Trustees are:
tion w as congratulated on its work. cuss the problem should the price
A new organization of veterans Ralph Cline. Spruce Head; Melzer
baa been formed in the county, McCaslin. Rockland and Henry
patterned after, and to work with Mills, South Thomaston.
Meetings are scheduled for the
the American Legion and the Vet
last Friday in each month and
erans of Foreign Wars.
The group, which now haa sev will be held in various Legion
,
eral posts in the state and is na posts over the area.
Twenty-seven veterans of the
tionwide in scope, is known as the
1917-18 conflict signed the charter,
Veterans of World War 1.
At an organizational meeting AU are Legion or VFW members
held in the Grand Army Hall and active in their respective
Thursday evening, Ervin L. Curtis posts.
The Board of Assessors in War
Paul Dillaway, a member of the
The installation of officers w-as
of Rockland was elected com
ren will start the job of revaluing board of assessors, and Richard
mander. Serving with him will carried out by Ira Fonda of Au
real estate in the community next Stoddard, a teacher in Warren
be. Frank McDonnell of Rockport, gusta who was accompanied by
week. The project was given ap High School and Rockland resi
John
Chamler,
state
quartermast

senior vice commander; Claude

KING LION

fall below a price that would bring
a reasonable profit.
Last year, the Association set a
minimum price of 35 cents a
pound. No exact amount was set
at thc Thursday meeting.
During the convention. Clarence
Lunt of Cushing tendered his resignation as secretary-treasurer of
the Association, a job he has held
since the group was formed. No
replacement was selected immediately.
Marine supply houses donated
several door prizes which were
presented lobstermen during the
day. Included was 250 pounds of
manila six thread pot warp, a corvette magnetic compass by Wil
fred O. White of Boston, a nylon
mooting pennant and three tubes
of nylon heading twine by Manset
Ma l ine Supply Co. and Columbian
Rope Co.
The Harris Company of Portland
and Wall Rope Company presented
Robert Burch of South Thomaston, left. Lions ( luh District Gover
30 coils of pot warp, each 35 fath- nor, watches as William 1‘odkowa strikes his first bell as King Lion of
om in length. Several Maine Sea thi- Warren Lions Club. 1‘odkowa was installed at ceremonies held
Chests, containing the choicest of Wednesday night at the White Oak Grange Hall, Burch was Installing
canned Maine
seafoods in an at- °*"certractive pine chest were the gifts
of the Department of Sea & Shore FRIENDSHIP TO CELEBRATE ITS
Fisheries.

150th BIRTHDAY AUGUST 14

The date for the Sesquicenten- which will include the Port
nial Celebration at Friendship has O'Rockland Drum and Bugle
been set and will be Wednesday, Corps and several floats, is sche
duled for 2 p. m.
Aug. 14 according to Rev. Everett
Ralph Hunt of Lincolnville,
Pender, chairman of the commit poultryman and noted chicken
tee.
barbecue chef, will serve a chickPlans for the celebration which en barbecue to townspeople and
was approved at the March town visitors at supper time,
servations of the field workers, meeting of the community have
Following the barbecue, the
to establish true values on all been pretty much formed by thc drum corps will give a concert and
property.
1 committee which Includes: Louis drill demonstration.
The values placed on property Benner, Woodrow Verge, Betty
Other events are still In the
will be used in assessment for the Roberts and Helen Simmons.
1 planning stage and will be antax year of 1958.
A baseball game in the morning nounced as fast as they are conObject of the revaluation in the will open festivities. A parade, Aimed.
community is to establish a fair-------------------------------------------------------------- _______
value on all property to insure
the Alumni Association.
an equal distribution of the tax Camden Alumni
Music will be provided by The
load, based on holdings.
Shadows, an orchestra of Camden
Banquet,
Class
Property owners will be notified
High students led by Tom Powers
by mail as to the day and time the Reunions Tuesday
of the class of 1957. A social hour
field team will call on them.
and dance will follow the banquet
Alumni of Camden High School
and a program of entertainment
will gather at the Allen F. Pay- has been arranged.

Warren Assessors To Commence
Revaluation Of All Real Estate
In The Community Next Week

LIONS'

LOBSTERS
2 For $1.10
Alive or Cooked

Keag Bridge
South Thomaston

EVERY SUNDAY
Honrs: 9 A. M. to 6 p. M.
68-69-S-tf

LOANS

er of Augusta and Charles Blan
chard of the same city.

proval and funds at the town dent. will make up the evaluation
meeting in March.
team doing the field work.
Rather than employ a firm
The field work is expected to be
specializing in community evalua completed by fall. At that time
Jail Woodshed
Ervin I.. Curtis
tion, the assessors have decided the two other members of the
Ervin
L.
Curtis, a prominent fig to carry out the work with the aid board of assessors. Arthur Bur
To Be Garage
ure in the building trades in the of the State Bureau of Taxation. gess and Miles Leach, will use
The rebuilding of a. long unused Coagta, Arpa for the pagt 4g yearg It is expected to be the much more information given hy property
section of the County Jail, which
economical method.
owners, and gathered through obhas closed out his contracting busi
was once a woodshed w-here pris
oners pushed bucksaws to earn ness. Known as a "driver” by his years before going with the W. H. he has been kept busy remodeling
Peyton Place
their keep, is soon to be remodeled, j crews and customers alike, he may
Glover Company as a foreman. He ■ stores in the city's business sec
The County Commissioners have find it more than a little difficult
tion
as
new
firms
moved
in
and
spent 15 years with the firm in its
Picnic and Parade
authorized rebuilding of the sec- to take life easy day after day.
others made major changes which
heyday
’
of
construction
work
on
To
be
sure
he
doesn
’
t
give
in
to
tion, which adjoins the cell block
have resulted in a modern shop Moved To 15th
an urge to try just one more job, some of the finest properties on the ping area.
he has sold off his equipment, keep mainland and the islands.
Filming of the parade and pic
He has been prominent in Legion '
ing just one truck to putter around
In 1928, he started his own con
nic scenes of Peyton Place at
affairs,
having
served
Winslowwith. Also, a handful of fine tools tracting business. Over the years
he cherishes; perhaps to keep his he has built many commercial Holbrook-Merritt Post of Rockland Camden, scheduled for today,
place in tiptop shape, or do a buildings, including the J. J. New three times as commander, been have been cancelled due to weath
er. Plans are now to shoot the
little job for a friend.
berry block in Rockland, the Chis county commander, a state depart
He started in as a day labor car holm Block, Bay View Hotel and ment officer and national commit- scenes which will require 470 lo
cal people on Saturday. June 15.
penter with Clarence Goulding in the store at the junction of Main|teeman of the Legion
Governor Edmund Muskie had
A member of the Rockland Port
1911 and worked with him two and Winter streets housing Flood's
agreed
to serve as an extra in the
District,
he
is
to
oversee
the
conShoe Store and Puritan Clothing
The Thompson Memorial building struction of the new bay boat docks official party reviewing the paarea, to serve as a garage for the
car of the Sheriff's Patrol and ve at Union, a dozen or more filling and terminal, a job scheduled to rade today. Whether or not his
stations, a score of new homes, and , start the latter part of this month schedule will permit him to take
hicles of officers on duty.
part in thc filming next Saturday
Lou Upham and Harry Pushaw during World War 2 several bar1 is not kno^n.
of Hope, who are now engaged in racks buildings and towers for

*20 up to
*1450

“Accident plus Life insurance Both at NO ADDITIONAL COST
TO YOU! Issued by New England Mutual Life Insurance Company”

pointing up the brick walls of the Coast Guard installations along
I court house, will make an opening the coast. Construction jobs have
in the heavy brick walls for ga- been carried out on commercial
rage doors and put the area, which and industrial buildings in Auguswill accommodate several cars, in . ta and Belfast as well,
shape as a garage space.
| In the years since World War 2

Johnson
SFA HORSES
,or DFPFNDAA't.rv

BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY
BOCKLAND

son Fire Station Tuesday evening
for their annual meeting and banquet. The Legion Auxiliary will
serve a turkey supper at 6.30.
Plans have been completed for
the 50th reunion of the class of
1907; also the 25 year class which
graduated in 1932 and the 20 year
class of 1937. Members of the
graduating class will be guests of

Treasurer

People who say what they think
are more numerous than popular.

the

Association,

FRESH CUT FLOWERS
WILL ARRIVE SATURDAY A.

M.

CARNATIONS 10<
FIRST QUALITY — LONG STEM

I forget quickly, for which I am
grateful.

of

Wilfred Hcbbs. announces that he
will gladly receive dues from
members and notes that payment
for this year's dues only are being
accepted, as unpaid dues of past
years have been erased,
-------------------Spend more time practicing
religion than talking about it.

MAIN
STREET

™ WUCI

ASTON’S 5

10
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THE COURIER-GAZETTE

First Striped

Editor and Publisher, John M. Richardson
Three Times a Week
The Limerock Gazette was established in 1846. In 182a
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897
Subscriptions *7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 5273.

Bass of Season

: and had held the office of excise
I tax collector for the Town of St.
i George.
Surviving besides her husband
are one son. Frederick Stimpson of
Tenants Harbor; her mother, Mrs.
Mildred Waldron of Spruce Head:
one brother. Richard Waldron,
Spruce Head; two sisters, Mrs.
Louise Kinney of Spruce Head and
Mrs. Verna Baum of South Thom
aston; two aunts and several
nieces and nephews.
Private funeral services will be
held Sunday at 2 p. m. from the
Davis Funeral Home in Thomaston
with Rev. John L. Sawyer of Ten
ants Harbor officiating.
Inter
ment will be in South Parish Ceme
tery. Martinsville.

Rockland Lions Enter 29th Year

&

EDITORIAL
HOW MANY HAVE SAID "THANK YOU"

Our legislators are home once more after one of the
longest and most arduous of legislative sessions. They have
served Knox and Lincoln Counties exceedingly well and
truly brought home the bacon, possibly the most important
of several items being the island ferry bill. Our legislators
too carried heavy burdens, particularly Senator Low who
took the ferry fight to the unfavorably inclined Senate,
brought into being the all-important factory building legis
lation and was a wheel horse in the education program.
Endless hours and hard work marked the days of our
Senators and Representatives.
I wonder how many citizens have said “Thank You’’ to
these men for their vital and ill-paid tasks. We say it now—
“Thank You.*’

Photo by Henderson
Charles D. Young of Thomaston
exhibits the four and one-quarter
pound striped bass he hooked in
the St. Georges River Tuesday af
ternoon. It was the first one of its
kind to come out nf the river this
year and measured 21% inches.

A RIGHT PROUD RECORD

Twilight League

Chatter
By John Jenkins
At the completion of the first
week of play, the rejuvenated
Knox - Lincoln Twlight League
finds the Rockland Rockets as
pace setters with three consecu
tive triumphs. Each of the other
trio of entries have swapped vic
tories over one another while
being dropped by Rockland to re
cord 1-2 standings.
The speedy Rockets have been
a big surprise, and are gaining
confidence behind the cool pitch
ing of Don Hanscom and Charley
Mahoney.
Little Don Demmons has been
a virtual demon with men on the
bases, delivering several key
blows.
St. George, with a mammoth
squad to choose from, 15 awaiting
arrival from college of new pilot
“Butch” Smith, and Thomaston
expects to be bolstered soon by
Bob Tweedie, Roger Smith and
Gary Seavey.
Waldoboro’s power laden com
bine has been devoid of consistent
pitching but expects to make a
strong bid in defense of its champ
ionship.
Attendance
at thc
opening
games has been very gratifying,
and the excellent condition of all
the playing fields is a decided ad
vantage to continued interest. A
rise in the temperature would be
the greatest boon to the cause at
present as several bleacherites
will readily attest.
Individual batting leaders with
10 or more times at bat include
the following:
AB H Ave.
Bowman (W>
13 10
.769
Hanscom <R>
14
9
.643
Demmons <R>
16
7
.438
Oliver (Wl
12
5 .417
Deshon (Rl
10
4
.400
Howe (W)
10
4 .400
Standing*
Won
Lost
Rockland
3
0
St. George
1
2
Thomaston
1
2
Waldoboro
1
2
Corning (iamw
June
Rockland at Thomaston
Waldoboro at St. George
10 Waldoboro at Rockland
11 Thomaston at Waldoboro
12 St. George at Thomaston
13 Rockland at Waldoboro

Breeding and looks being equal,
girls prefei men with money. Per
haps the first five words were
superfluous.

BEST FUEL DEAL

IN TOWN!

For eleven years the Mary Perry Rich Education Fund
has been serving deserving young people of this area, and
steadily growing in strength.
It honors one of the brightest women with one of the
greatest minds ever to dwell in our midst. She was founder
and for many years president of the Woman's Educational
Club which became known throughout the State and beyond
our borders.
Under the aegis of the Club the Education Fund was
started at $80. Now with the passing of eleven helpful con
structive years it has placed $2,685 in the hands of students
who might otherwise have been unable to receive their
coveted education.
Well and proudly done.

Miss Ida Sedigewick Proper, 83.
of Monhegan Island, died at Thom
aston June 7 after a long illness.
She was bong in Harrisburg.
Iowa, August 27. J873. daughter of
Datus DeWitt Proper, D. D., and
Amanda Dodds Proper.

\ -

Russell Abbott, immediate past president of th? Rockland Lions Club, passes the ceremonial gavel
to the new president, Jasper Hardy, center, as J. Owen Weeks, left, first vice president, joins the ceremony.
The new officers were installed Wednesday evening at the Thorndike Hotel during the annual banquet and
ladies’ night.
Photo by McKeon

The Rockland Lions Club, hold- p. m. Members were accompan- and the immediate past president,
Russell Abbott.
i ing their annual banquet and in- ied by their wives.
Other officers installed were: J.
Installing the new officers was
' stallation at the Thorndike Hotel
Owen Weeks, first vice president; Gerald S. Grant, international
Wednesday evening, elevated JasMiles R. Sawyer, second vice presi- councilor.
per C. Hardy to the seat of King dent; CHnton Gifford third vice
The meeting was called to order
secretary- by Abbott. The invocation was by
Lion.
![ president; Clyde Pease, secretaryHardy will serve as the club’streasurer; Bob Uzzell, Lion tamer Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon. Guest
president during the 29th year of and Keith Goldsmith, tail twister, speaker for the evening was Rev.
its chartership. The well attended
Directors Include David Holden, Clyde Campbell. Toastmaster was
meeting began with a dinner at 7 E. Allen Gordon, Richard Fowler, Robert Gregory.

BILLY HEMINGWAY SETS UP

SHOP IN THE COURIER OFFICE

...the world’s
finest
heating oil

Maritime Oii Co.
234 PARK ST.

TEL. 1321

BOtklAND, MAINE

51-EOT

WTIJARY
MRS. NATHALIE W. STIMPSON

Mrs. Nathalie Waldron Stimpson,
38, of Tenants Harbor, died in
Rockland June 7 after a long ill
ness. She was the wife of Arnold
Stimpson.
Mrs. Stimpson was born in Rockand June 23, 1918, daughter of
larold and Mildred Sylvester Waldron.
Shc was a member of Naomi
Chapter, O. E. S. and Puritan Rebekah Lodge of Tenants Haibor,

LOCAL ARTIST WINS STATE HONOR

At thc State Photographers’ Convention, held this past
week at the Samoset Hotel with 36 studios represented, a
Rockland artist, Mrs. Jan Uzzell of the Uzzell Studio, had
the distinction of being awarded the annual outstanding
print award.
Over two hundred prints in five divisions were present
ed for judging and Mrs. Uzzell won the blue ribbon first.
She also won the show’s best print award.
Rockland is justly proud of this outstanding youngwoman.

A small round bottom boat
owned by George Porter of Cam
den stolen from its dock on Megunticook Lake last week was re
turned intact Tuesday.
The craft was not recovered by
the police however, but returned
by whomever stole it. Camden po
lice reported.
Porter discovered the craft tied
up at its usual place when he visit
ed his cottage Tuesday. He re
ported his finding to police Wed
nesday. The craft was formerly
used as a lifeboat aboard the
yacht Lyndonia and was purchased
by Porter years ago.

ORFF’S CORNER

Children’s Day Program
The Methodist Church Sunday
Schoo-1 presented the following
Children’s Day program on Sun
day, June 2. before a large audi, ence: Hymn, by the school; reK
i sponsive reading, lead by Mary
first 10 women to become a mem- ‘ Lou Prock; Scripture reading,
ber of the U. S. Army in World by Donald Stover; prayer and reWar I and one of the original I| sponse. lead by George Leino; ac
members of Women’s Suffrage cordion solo. Shirley Jackson;
Movement in New York. She was I welcome, Cleo Jackson; recitaalso an artist in figure painting i tion. Adele Jackson; recitation.
and had many of her pictures hung ' Beth
and Barry Miller; song,
in Paris and New York Galleries. nursery class; quartet, Solmon
She was also a writer, two of her Orff. Donald Stover, Larry Jackpublished books being “Monhegan.
on and George Leino; recitations,
Cradle of New England’’ and Karon Prock, Brenda Kennedy,
“Our Elusive Willy’’ being ‘A 1 Steven Elwell and Pamela Orff;
slice of concealed Elizabethan His-!
song. Kindergarten Class; recita
tory’’. She also had a bock ready i tions, Claudia Bragg, Paula Mil
for publishing on the history of i er, Russell Bragg. Joyce JackMaine. In 1917-18 she was em- j
son. and Leslie Stover; song.
ployed by the U. S. Governmen I Primary Class; benediction, Shir
to catalogue the U. S. Ordinances. ley Jackson.
Mrs. Doris Prock
In late years, Miss Proper has I lg guperintendent of the school and
made her home on Monhegan : teachers arc Mrs. Leona Elwell.
Island where she was a summer ; Mrs
Jcan Hutchins and Miss
resident for many years previous- ' Elizabeth Elwell.
ly.
_____________
Committal services will be held
Slow Down And Live! The
on Monhegan Sunday at 2.30 in the life you save may be your own.
afternoon. The Rt. Rev. J. Wilson
Sutton, a bishop of the Episcopal
Church will officiate. Interment
will be in thc Island Cemetery.
-------------------DODGE - PLYMOUTH
Those Bundled newspapers wmet
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE
serve a hundred useful purposes
are available, though ln shot'
Pint Choice Used Cars
supply, at The Courier-Gazette OfTEL. 720
ROCKLAND
fice. Six pound bundles of printRT. I. NEW COUNTY RD.
104-tl
ed papers 15c per bundle. Six
pound bundles of unprinted plair.
white news papers, 25c per bundle LEGAL NOTICE
;
'

Ellery T. Nelson Inc.

NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT

LEGAL NOTICE
Safe Deposit and Trust Company,
I, THOMAS C. AYLWARD, Reg
Trustee.
’ROBATE NOTICES
ister of Probate for the County of
ESTATE
JAMES
G.
THOMPSON
Knox in the State of Maine, hereby
sTATE OF MAINE
To all persons interested in eith late of Rockland, deceased. First certify that in the following estates
and
Final
Account
presented
for
the
persons were appointed ader of the estates hereinafter
allowance by Hoyt G. Thompson, ministrators executors, guardians
lamed:
Executor.
and conservators and on the date
At a Probate Court held at RockESTATE WILLIAM R. SCOTT hereinafter named.
'and, in and for the County of
JOHN C. THOMPSON late of
Knox, on the twenty-first day of late of Camden, deceased. First
POLICEMEN ARE PEOPLE
May, in the year of our Lord one and Final Account presented for Camden, deceased. April 16, 1957,
allowance
by
Domenic
P.
Cucci

Eugene
Y. Thompson of Camden
thousand nine hundred and fiftyAgain we are impelled to observe, in the words of Sir
was appointed Administrator, and
seven, and by adjournment from nello, Administrator.
William Gilbert, that ”a policeman’s lot is not a happy one.”
ESTATE ULYSSES S. WINCA- qualified bv filing bond on April
day to day from the twenty-first
Often not as a policeman.
PAW late of Rockland, deceased. 30. 1957.
day of said May,
A few nights ago a man entered a big police station in
The following matters having been First and Final Account presented
MYRTIE M. MESSER late of
presented for the action thereupon for allowance by Evelyn L. Winca- Unio.n, deceased.
Brooklyn obviously "under the influence,” used "loud and
April 30, 1957,
paw,
Executrix.
hereinafter
indicated
it
is
hereby
Annabelle
Messer of Union was ap
boisterous language.” and refused to leave. Whereupon the
ORDERED:
ESTATE DOROTHEA M. BAL pointed Executrix, without bond.
bluecoats locked him up and booked him on charges of dis
That notice thereof be given to ANO late of St. George, deceased.
THOMAS E RADFORD late of
orderly conduct.
all persons interested, by causing First and Final Account presented St. George, deceased.
March 19,
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
publish

But the judge was unsympathetic—especially to the po
for
allowance
by
James
Wilfred
1957,
Stanley T. Martel of Milford,
Photo by McKeon
ed
three
weeks
successively
in
The
Balano
and
Jasper
M.
Balano,
Ad

licemen. One can’t commit disorderly conduct in a police
New
Hampshire,
was
appointed
Billy Hemingway set* his» recently arrived newspaper* atop hi*
Administrator and qualified by fil
newly opened newa stand in the front office of The Courier-Gazette. Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub ministrators, d.b.n.c.t.a.
station, he said. The disorderly conduct statute is designed
Probably Rockland’* oldeat active businessman, Billy will he 84 in lished at Rockland, in said County,
ESTATE FLORENCE C. LA ing bond on May 2, 1957. Christy
to preserve the public peace—not, presumably, the peace
that they may appear at a Probate MONT late of New York, New C. Adams, Agent in Mainc.
October.
of “enough cops to start a South American revolution”
Court to be held at said Rockland York, deceased. First and Final
ELIZA E. AREY late of Vinal
on the eighteenth day of June,1
Billy Hemingway, 83 year old completely destroyed.
present at that station. The primary responsibility of the.
A. D. 1957. at ten o’clock in the Account presented for allowance haven, deceased. April 30, 1957,
He
then
re-opened
the
shop.
police is "preservation of the peace.” Hence (and here
by
Thomas
S.
Lamont
and
J.
P.
R. Mont Arey of Vinalhaven was
Rockland businessman, wishes to
forenoon, and be heard thereon if,
which never bore an official name they see cause.
Morgan and Company, Incorpora- : appointed Administrator, without
the most unkind cut of all) "they are not legally capable of
report to his newspaper and mag
ted,
Ancillary
Executors.
,
bond.
being offended.”
although always known as Billy
MURIEL B. LANE late of Vinal- J
azine customers that they will be
ESTATE ETTA B. WALL late a
KATHARINE CRANE late of
Doubtless true—at least not in thc performance of their
Hemingway’s, in the Bicknell haven, deceased. Will and Petition
George, deceased. First and Thomaston
deceased. February
served as usual from his newly
gelling fruits, candies, news- for Probate"” thereof asking' that1
duty. But policemen, like parents, are also people. And
Final Account presented for allow- 26, 1957. Curtis M. Payson of Union
they do like to be treated as such by the public whose peace
located news stand—in the front papers and magazines to his ever said Will may be proved and al ance by Joseph T. Simmons,
appointed Executor, and qualilowed and that Letters Testamen
they protect.
office of The Courier-Gazette.
faithful customers.
fled by filing bond on May 6, 1957.
tary issue to Leo W. Lane of Vinal Executor.
The diminutive, white haired
Saturday, this world came to an haven, he being the Executor! ESTATE Mabel A. MILLER
GRACE E. CHURCH late of
| late of Owls Head, deceased. First Rockport, deceased. April 16, 1957,
St. George, 1897; F. L. S. Morse, octogenarian, who was forced to end for Billy when he lost his named therein, without bond.
Egerton Elected
HIT IA
M
DONOHUE
late
of and Final
Account presented for Christine M. Church of Arlington,
1899.
I leave his former premises on stock, fixtures and place of bust
Thomaston,
deceased. Will andallowance by Ernestine M. Tinsley, Virginia was appointed> E’ecutrte
Main
street
when
business
fell
off
ness.
Outgoing president, Benjamin
Petition for Probate thereof asking Executrix.
and qualified by filing bond on May
President of
The following Monday morning j that ,aid wn| may bp proved and
CHARLES H. WILLIS. SR., late *3’ 1*57
„ M Dwinal of Camden,
Smalley, Jr., introduced four who to the point that made it difficult
Thomaston Alumni held a 50 year membership, those to meet the ever present demands was probably the most difficult allowed and that Letters Testa-' of Owls Head, deceased. Will and Agent ,n Maine.
HENRY C. WILLIAMS late of
being. Mrs. Leila Smalley, Mrs. of his creditors, moved his papers day ever faced by the quiet, elder- mentary issue to John J. Donohue Petition for Probate thereof asking
John Egerton was elected presi Josephine Stone, Miss Harriet into the Courier office Thursday ly gentleman as he moved slowly of Springvale, he being the Execu-, that said Will may be proved and Rockland, deceased. May 21, 1957,
tor named therein, without bond.
allowed and that Letters Testamen- Hope G. Williams of Rockland was
dent of the Thomaston High School Williams and Miss Alice George. morning. He considers it a choice along Main street carrying and
LOUISE E WATERBURY
late tary issue to Stephen R. Willis of appointed Executrix, without bond,
Will
and Rockland, he being the ExecutorGEORGE T. MILLER late of
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Crute of location and here he will stay delivering his small bag of news- of Camden, deceased.
Alumni Association at the annual
PotiHrm
Probate
aakini.
therein,
without bond. late Rockland,
May 21, 1957,
untll Billy, himself, decides to papers so as not to disappoint his that
»idfn.wm
may b'thereof
b "rated
andnamed
WILLIAM
H. MILLINGTON
Teresa S. deceased.
Miller of Rockland
was
meeting and banquet at the Ma San Francisco, Calif., traveled
, regular list of customers.
the longest distance to attend. move on.
allowed and that Letters Testa- of Camden, deceased. Will and appointed Executrix, without bond,
sonic Temple Thursday evening.
There is not a native of the area
To stop work altogether would
Mrs. Crute is of the class of 1950.
mentary issue to Z. M. Dwinal of Petition for Probate thereof asking
CAROLINE E. SHUTE late ol
Other officers were: Vice presi
A turkey banquet was served to who can not remember his visits be too much for Billy who is pro Camden, he being the Executor that said Will may be proved and Rockland, deceased. May 21, 1957.
dent, Mrs. Hilda Keyes; secretary.
allowed and that Letters Testamen- George H. Shute of Rockland was
157 members with Grace Chap to Hemingway’s candy store on bably Rockland’s oldest active named therein, with bond.
Miss Leila Clark; treasurer, Miss
KENNETH PRINCE LORD late tary issue to Paul A. Millington, appointed Executor, without bond,
Main street or on Limerock businessman, "I couldn't loaf on
ter. OES, catering.
Ethel Upham; executive board.
of Rockland, deceased. Will and °f Camden, he being the Executor
RONALD A. GILLIS late of
The program for the evening street where he once was located. the street, I have to keep work Petition for Probate thereof asking named therein, without bond.
Hope, deceased. May 21, 1957. Enna
Mrs. Rebecca Robertson. Mrs.
Billy may not have becn in at ing", he explains, and working he
included solas by Warren Whitney
that said Will may be proved and
ESTATE HARVEY J. MOORE V. Gillis of Hope was appointed
Blanche Lermond, Mrs. Margaret
and Miss Faye Chicoine, vocal tendance at Chamber of Com is.
allowed and that Letters Testamen- late of Tenants Harbor, deceased, Executrix, without bond.
Morton and Frank Hallowell.
The Courier learned of the plight tary issue to Helen Cooper Lord First and Final Account presented
FRED M. BLACKINGTON late
duet by Roxanna Tabbutt and merce meetings or in the midst
F. L. S. Morse introduced 11
May 21,
Peter Stone, pantomine skits by of the latest industrial develop of this well known and universally- of Rockland, she being the Execu- for allowance by Rose L. Moore, of Rockland, deceased.
trix named therein, without bond. Executrix.
1957. Alvereta Blackington of Rock
graduates from the Thomaston
George Elliot and a group of ment movement but there is not liked friend and offered him his
ESTATE HELEN M. SMITH late land was appointed Executrix,
ESTATE EDUARDA GAMBLE
Schools in the years of 1892 to
Rockland eighth graders; dance one Rockland citizen, still young new location. Billy is back in BOEHM late of Hope, deceased. of Thomaston, deceased. Sixteenth without bond.
1899. They were: Mrs. Augusta
or
grown
to
adulthood,
who.
re

business
and
the
Rockland.
Port

by Jacqueline Harjula and Sandra
SUSAN WARD BROWNLOW late
Will and Petition for Probate there Trustee Account presented for al
Kellogg of Tenants Harbor. 1892:
Harriman. Serving as piano ac membering the values received for land. Bangor and Boston papers of asking that said Will may be lowance by National Bank of Com of Owls Head, deceased. May 21,
Miss Rita Smith. 1893. who spoke
1957. Arthur Brownlow of Owls
and allowed and that Let merce of Portland, Trustee.
companists for the evening were his penny or nickel at thc confec along with desired magazines will 'proved
ters of Administration with the
W. HUSE RICHARDS late of Head was appointed Executor,
briefly; Miss Jennie Moody, 1X94:
Mrs. Donald Johnson of Rockport, tionary shop in the past, would not he available.
» WiH
be issued to Charles Rockport, deceased. Will and Peti- without bond.
Mrs. Martha Carter, and Mrs.
Mrs. Marian Lermond of Warren re-avow Billy’s importance in the
’
’
‘ G. Boehm of Hope, or to some t|on for Probate thereof asking that
EUGENE WARREN late of
Agnes Boynton, 1895; Mrs. Lilia
community.
served
as
usual.
j other suitable person, without bond sa|d will may be proved and al- Appleton, deceased. May 21, 1957,
and Mrs. Blanche Lermond of
Elliot, 1896; Miss Ardell Maxey,
The elderly candy, fruit and
ESTATE ALTON R. STINSON lowed and that Letters Tesfamen- Bessie White of Liberty was ap
Thomaston.
Thomaston. Mrs. Retta C. Cole
late of Camden, deceased. Petition tary issue to Roland H. Richards pointed Administratrix and quali
newspaper dispenser has been a
for Administration asking that Ma- of Rockport, he being the Execu- fied by filing bond on same date.
'»nd Mrs. Lois T. Cassens of Rock
fixture and a byword of thc Rock
rion W. Dyer of Camden or some tor named therein, without bond,
HERBERT V. LEACH late of
land and Mrs. Ardell Hazelton of
land community for the past 65
other suitable person be appointed , ESTATE CHARLES D. NORTH Union, deceased. May 21, 1957, R.
years.
Administratrix, without bond.
iate of Rockland, deceased. Peti- Holman Robbins of Union was ap
He first began filling thc sweet
ESTATE GEORGIA C. GLEA- tion for Administration d b.n.c.t.a. pointed
Administrator,
without
SON late of Dover, Norfolk Coun- asking that Grace R. Glover of bond.
tooth needs of children and the
EDWIN C.
ty, Massachusetts, deceased. Peti- Owls Head and Ruth R. Blake of
BLANCHE A. ROBINSON late of
reading habits of older folk when
tion for Administration asking that Rockland or some other suitable Camden, deceased. May 21, 1957,
he
was
18
years
old
in
a
store
op

C.
Peter
R.
Gossels
of
Boston.
•
person
be
appointed
AdministraBACHELOR
Beulah L. Allen of Rockland and
erated by his father and located
Massachusetts, or some other suit- trix, without bond.
Z. M. Dwinal of Camden were apMILLER'S
CONTRACTOR
able
person
be
appointed
Admini

on Main street about where
SEAMON L. WOODS of Rock- pointed Executors, and qualified by
strator.
without
bond.
land.
Second
and
Final
Account
j
filing bond on May 25,. 1957.
AND
Chisholm’s Confectionary shop is
GARAGE
ESTATE WILIAAM R SCOTT presented for allowance by Orrin
EDWARD W. ARMSTRONG late
now.
BUILDER
late of Camden, deceased. Peti B. Scammon, Conservator.
of g{ George, deceased. May 28,
He took over the store when it
The Best Place Te
tion for Distribution presented by
WITNESS, Charles F. Dwinal, 1957, Lelia E. Armstrong of St.
New and Old Construction
was re-located on Limerock street
Domenic P. Cucccinello. Admini Esquire, Judge of Probate Court George was appointed Executrix,
Buy a
strator.
more than 20 years ago and con
for Knox CouUty, Rockland, Maine, without bond.
•
FREE ESTIMATES
♦ GOOD USED CAt* ducted his tiny business from that LX WT-;;4:
l Attest:
ESTATE LUCY C. EARNS-1 Attest:
THOMAS
C.
AYLWARD.
j
THOMAS
C.
AYLWARD,
WORTH
late
of
Rockland,
de

■ Street
« spot until the American Legion
THL. CAMDEN CEdar 6-3637
Register.
Register.
J4-Th*S-tf*
ceased. Twelfth Trustee Account
ee*it
home lire when his business was|
66‘S-72
6a*S.72
presented for allowance by Boston I

Ain

GIWSOLMIIEIT

For a Cruise

MISS IDA S. PROPER

HOWARD WELCH COMES HOME

Fifty odd years ago a slightly built divinity student ap
peared in this city as a supply preacher at Littlefield Memo
rial Church and began the task of serving God and making
friends. To this day he continues the dual service.
His pastorate at Littlefield Church was a long and suc
cessful one and he went on to serve many pastorates, al
ways faithfully and well.
Now he has concluded over forty-nine years serving the
church and with Mrs. Welch, well remembered as Martha
Halvorsen, is coming home to enjoy a richly earned rest
and then carry on his pleasant vocation at a slightly de
celerated pace.
The W’elches will find they sowed friendship seeds
well years ago and that all the old friends and the new will
extend a warm welcome.

Just Borrowed

SAFETY
PROGRAM
SUCCEEDS
WITHOUT

YOUR HELP/

^53
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TOWN

JAN UZZELL TAKES

Police Congratulate

TOP CONVENTION PRIZE

School Safety

Foe*

Hitm

PENOBSCOT’S MEN OF STEAM

Patrol Members

JOHN M. RICHARDSON

To the many youngsters who ,®’=00'9°OOOOOOOe<50000000000GOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

have served faithfully and well as

coming fcvents
(Social and community events
are solicited for this calendar. All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased. Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
cannot be accepted. The decision
of the editor is final.]

members of Maine school safety
patrols during the past school
year. State and local police say:

Ralph Clark of the Everett I,.
Spear and Company staff is a 11
medical patient at Knox Hospi
tal.

Yarns Of The Old Ships And Men Are
Retold By Captain Scott

“Congratulations on a job well
]
done and thank you for your con
scientious service in helping us to
prevent injuries to save lives".
T.H.S. Cites Two
They thank you for your out
For Contributions
standing leadership and for your
June 6—Christian Science Lecture j
willingness to give so much of
at Newcastle.
To School Life
your time—before and after school
June 11—Zonta Luncheon meeting
and during lunch hours; for guildat the Thorndike Hotel at 12.33.
Two Thomaston High juniors
ing
other
youngsters
safely
June 15—Jefferson, Jackson Day were presented top awards for out
Dinner at the Samoset Hotel.
through traffic: and for constant
standing
service
to
the
school
spon

June 15—Maine Hereford Day in
ly reminding them that they must
sored by the school’s Athletic As
Vassalboro.
be alert and self-reliant whenever
June 15—Rockland Ground Ob sociation during Class Day exer
they walk across streets anywhere,
server Corps meets at Farns cises held Friday afternoon at the
at any time.
worth Building at 7.30 p. m.
school.
June 23—Fishing Derby at Cam
Your job has, at times, been a
Photo by Luce
The
two
are:
Eleanor
Brooks,
den.
Mrs. Jan Uzzell
difficult one. Sometimes weather
June 25 — Madelyn Drinkwater's daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Jan Uzzell, representing the Mr. Dickson of the Boston Bach- conditions have been very unplea
Dance Revue of 1957 at th" Brooks of Thomaston, and Blake
sant and there have been occa
Community Building at 7.45 Donaldson, son of Mr. and Mrs. local Uzzell Studio, was present rach Studios of Boston.
p. m.
The Association enjoyed many sions when lack of co-operation
Alexander
Donaldson
of
Thomas

ed
the
annual
outstanding
print
July 2-6—Fourth of July Celebra
fine talks and demonstrations pre has distressed you.
ton.
tion, Thomaston.
award at the state photographers’
Your patrol duties have often
sented
by out-of-state photograp
Making the presentations was
July 4—Fireworks, Curtis Island
prevented you from enjoying fun
Camden harbor.
Cornelia Keyes, president of the convention held at the Samoset hic masters and manfacturer
Many
July 4—150th Anniversary of Jeff club. Miss Brooks has been active Hotel this past week. Thirty-six representatives.
Election
of w’ith your schoolmates.
erson.
times it must have seemed to you
in softball and basketball while studios throughout the state were “Miss Lenslure Queen" to repre
12-13—Annual Broiler Festi
Donaldson was a member of the represented and over 200 prints in sent the State of Maine at the New ,hat yours was a *hank’ess job
val at Belfast.
However, the time will come when
and
cross country five divisions w’ere submitted for England convention in Boston next
July 17—Rockland Ground Ob basketball
server Corps meets at Farns squads.
judging. Mrs. Uzzell won the blue September, was made.
Also. your schoolmates will realize and
worth Building at 7.30 p. m.
Among other awards and certi ribbon first prize in the children's election of officers was held «nd aPP'«iate the contribution which
Photo courtesy Fred Green
July 19—Legion Auxiliary Fair,
you have made to their safety.
Steamer Lewiston lays at Tillson’s Wharf and the Mount Desert next berth. The Lewiston was the
ficates
presented during the pro division for her picture of "Niki" Mr. Uzzell was installed as third
Union Common.
They,
too,
will
wish
to
join
in
only
large
steamer
to
ehalk
up
a
financial
failure
in
tae
sidewheeler
days.
July 2-i—Community Service Club gram was a certificate of appre- and also the shows best print vice president. Next year's con
saying:
Deer Isle, Maine
Fair at the South Thomaston ciation given to Harold C. Ralph award. Judges were the McKeen vention will be heid at the Eastget caught and go bobbing on a
The steamers Cambridge and
"Well Done—Thank Y’ou".
Grange Hall at 2 p. m.
for his co-operation in the driver | brothers of Haverhill, Mass. and land Hotel aj Portland.
June 3, 1957
barrel of salt codfish until he could , Katahdin ran four trips a week
July 25—General Knox Observ education course at the school. ------------------------------------------Dear Steamboat Editor:
overhaul the man who just had to (two trips each) until June 8. 1885
ance, Thomaston.
cation on Main street in front of
Ralph
furnishes
the
school
a
dual
j
Deputies
of
the
Sheriff
’
s
Patrol
In
a
letter
I
received
last
week,
ke
«P £oing. He had a job to do. and the Steamer Penobscot came
J tly 27—Maine's annual State
Municipal Court
Stanley’s Garage Thursday night
were complainants after checking
and when he shouted “Gangway” on and a six trip a week service
Dairy Show at Windsor Fair control sedan each year. Princi
I
was
asked
the
following
question,
amidst a group of other youths.
pal Carroll Wallace received the
Grounds.
it was then every man for himself. was established. During this same
Virgil O. Morse, 17 year old the boy’s speed on the Owls Head
♦ * *
“During the steamboat era, steam
Aug. 2. 3. 4—Rockland Sea Food.- award for Ralph who was unable
otherwise the trucker himself year, the steamer Lewiston made
Tenants Harbor driver, was hailed Road in Owls Head Tuesday.
A
15
year
old
Rockland
boy
was
Festival
boats were generously supplied would get nipped in the heels by her last trip to Eastport and Nova
to be present.
♦ * ♦
into Municipal Court Thursday
Aug. 3—Whip and Spur Riding
found guilty of driving 90 mile© an with freight handlers. This was the man following
morning
charged
with
speeding
!
Scotia. The Portland, Boston, Mt.
Club Horse Show, Camden.
Two Rockland teen-agers were hour in a 45 mile zone on Route
BORN
a job that involved the hardest
Desert and Machias Steamboat
Aug. 17—Doughnut Festival, Cam
First
officers
selected
the
most
just
three
days
after
appearing
brought
into
Municipal
Court
by
17
j
n
Rockland
Wednesday.
Judge
Randall—At
Knox
Hospital.
den.
kind of work. Most of these were ,.Xperienccd from the complement Co. had failed in this adventure.
as
complainant
against
two
older
Rockland police Friday morning Alfred M. Strout suspended a $25
June 6. to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Randall, a daughter.
youths charged with assault and to answer to larceny charges con fine and took the boy's license. young men. Why were they con of truckers to stow the gangways. It was a losing proposition from
tent to follow this vocation with On the Bangor Line, and the small the start. It was claimed that the
Five members of the WinslowJones—At Knox Honital, June battery against him because of , cerning bicycles.
State Police were complainants.
the hard work and long hours in- ' boats sailing out of Rockland, re-shuffling of the company offi
Holbrook-Mcrritt Rockland Ameri 7, to Mr. and Mrs. Earl F. Jones his “dangerous driving”.
• •
One 13 year old Rockland boy
voiced, with wages at that time of freight tnIckers 8erved year after cers during the summer was a re
can Legion Post w’ill be delegates of Warren, a daughter.
Morse was stopped by deputies1 was placed on probation for one
Howard—At Knox Hospital, June
Max D. Ross of Hope was found
thirty dollars a month?"
| year Thpy were men eXperienced sult of their bad judgment in the
at the State American Legion con 6. to Mr. an dMrs. Charles How of the Sheriff’s Patrol on Main
year in the custody of his foster guilty of driving 90 miles an hour
I
want
to
agree,
that
this
vocain freight handling, devoted and beginning of this adventure with
vention in Bangor June 28 30. The ard of Union, a daughter.
Street in Thomaston Monday eve mother after being found guilty of in a 45 mile zone and appealed the
Beauregard—At Knox Hospital.
tion was one that involved plenty loval to their superiors, and i can. out first investigating its possibilifive appointed are: Commander
ning.
He
pleaded
guilty
to
driv

simple larceny in the theft ot a finding and a $25 fine to the Octo of work with long hours, and low „ot praise thesc men too highly
tes.
Merrill Morang, First Vice Com June 6. to Rev. and Mrs. John ing 50 miles an hour in a 25 mile
Beauregard of Appleton, a son.
bicycle valued at $30 on June 6. ber term ot Superior Court. He wages compared with wages of to- i
A cloud of nostalgia settles
mander Douglas Curtis, Adjutant
Alley—At Knox Hospital. June 7. zone and was fined $15. The case
.
,, . . .
. .
..
A large percentage of these men
The second 13 year old boy re- waj3 allowed to retain his license day,
but I do want to say that this ! ,
over me as I write these articles.
Ervin Curtis, and Elmer Withee to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Alley of was continued to Monday for paywho
began
their
career
in
the
ceived a year’s probation in the pending his appeal.
was not just a job, it was a pro- ,
,,
, ...
It’s an unforgettable past to us
and Frank MacDonnell.
Alter Spruce Head, a daughter.
,
,
,
,
, handles of a freight truck, saw the
ment of the fine and Morse re-1 custody of his mother after pleadRoss was stopped in Rockport fession,
and each job on the freight!
. ,
who lived it. It’s an unbelievable
nates include: Louis Cates, Wilson
,
,
,
,
,
,
I
end
of
the
steamboat
era.
At
this
leased
under
$50
persona!
re
cog-1
ing
guilty
to
a
charge
of
larceny
on
Route
17
Wednesday
by
state
DIED
deck of a steamboat required a ' .
, ,
past to those born since that era.
Ames, Robert Graves, John Breen
Hagberg—At Rockland. June 7. nizance.
,
,
time manv of them wore four
in the night time of a bike wheel police who charged that he was certain amount of skill.
Even the
The word "roust-a-bout” is long
and Dennis Ames.
Carl Oscar Hagberg of Clark
He appeared in court Monday i and tire valued at $12.95 from a driving at that rate of speed while freight truckers had to be trained stripes on their sleeves and stood
Island, age 63 years, two months
since out of print, unspoken today
traveling in front of the 15 year to a certain extent to perform their in the "middle window".
and 21 daj’s.
Funeral services charging two Tenants Harbor1 Main street hallway on June 5.
I though it lives fresh in the minds
President Casper Ciaravino ol Monday at 1 p. m. from the Davis men with striking him after they I
Both complaints were on juve- old's car. Trooper Harvey Childs duties to expedite the quick and
Yesterday Capt. Allie Stanley of us old timers, and as long as our
the Rockland District Nursing As Funeral Home in Thomaston with stopped him on Route 131 ia nile delinquency warrants.
, stopped both respondents.
called on me. I had not seen him archives hold the past records of
careful
handling
of
freight.
sociation has called a meeting of Rev. J. Charles MacDonald offi Thomaston May 23. The men i
Patrolman Herbert Anderson apRoss was released in $100 perA man stowing freight in a for over 40 years. He began his steamboat3, somewhere in those
Interment will be in
the group for Thursday. June 13. ciating.
North Parish Cemetery. Wiley’s testifled that Morse's eratic driv- prehended the first boy in a sonal recognizance.
steamboat's
gangway
required steamboat career as deck boy on volumes thc roust-a-bout will live.
at 5 p. m.
At that time, plans Corner.
ing on the wrong side of the road schoolyard while searching for the
skill, sound judgment, and above the Monhegan. His famous father,
Capt. Walter E Scott.
for the forthcoming fund raising
Proper—At Thomaston. June 7, in front of them was "dangerous”. | second boy who had taken the
Thomas C. Alyward of Camden all patience. Imagine 30 or more Capt. Adrion Stanley, was master
Miss Id>a Sod re wick Proper of
campaign will be discussed.
Morse said the men overhauled wheel and tire.
of
the
Monhegan
at
that
time,
was charged with failing to file a freight trucks lined up with a load
And they call the man who
Monhegan Island, age 83 years.
...
retail Sales statement for the to dump at the feet of one man, Frank Shoales was First Officer. knows when to lie about it tactful.
Committal services Sunday at 2.30 his car and struck him several
Frederick Wilbur, son of Judge
m. at Monhegan with Rev. J. times. They were found guilty. I Galen P. Weaver of Thomaston month of April on a complaint each truck loaded with parcels of All*e s00n Ured of scrubbing paint
and Mrs. Harry Wilbur of Lime Wilson Sutton. Episcopal Bishop,
| and Richaid M. Reese of East brought by Raymond Jamieson, a different shape and size. Bundles, and began his career trucking
gome people stand in the presrock Street, Rockland, sailed Fri officiating. Interment will be in
David W. Abbott of Boothbay Liverpool. Ohio, were fined $10 representative of the state tax boxes, barrels, long rolls of car freight. Later he stowed the port en( and watch the future dissolve
the
Island
Cemetery.
day aboard the liner Saxonia
peting some of these containing -an8"'ay of the J. T. Morse and jnto the paat.
Stimpson—At Rockland, June 7. Harbor pleaded guilty to passing! each after being found guilty on office,
from Montreal for England.
A Mrs. Nathalie Waldron Stimnson through a stop sign and paid al|J a charge of affray. The fines
The charge, which alleged that breakable or inflammable materi- finally received his licenses and
sophomore at the University of of Tenants Harbor, age 38 years. fine of $10 and $5 costs.
Aylward had failed to file by’ May al. The man stowing this freight | seryed as master of /hips and oil j
were paid.
TOO IATI TO CLASSIFY
Maine, he will tour England dur Private funeral services Sunday
State
Police
wi
re
complainants
Rockland
police
reported
that
15 the copy of retail sales of the has no time to fit a box. barrel or ' tankers and is now in retirement,
at
2
p.
m.
from
the
Davis
Funeral
ing the summer, sailing for home
FIVE Rm. Unfurn. A-t te let,
Home in Thomaston with R v. alleging the violation occurred at the two were involved in an alter- Coffee Shop in Camden during bundle in a certain place. His. after a very successful career.
heated, h&c water. R fer< n'»s.
August 22.
John I. Sawyer of Tenants Harbor the Route 1 and Route 90 junction ■---------------------------------- .-----------------the year 1884 the boilers of TEL. 1870.
keen sense of judgment must fit I
69-tf
officiating. Interment will be in in Warren June 1.
the parcel of freight in its proper the Steamer "Cambridge” were
USED CARS
Don’t forget Newberts Restau South Parish Cemetery, Martins
condemned.
It
was
also
found
that
place at a glance, and in this short
About 20 used cars fer ca’ berant is new open Sundays, serving ville. Please omit flowers.
tween $75 and $1,200. A few pickDaniel Sanborn, 17, of Thomas
space of time each parcel must be
French—At Waldcboro. June 5,
ups. A couple of beats and
dinner and supper.
69-lt Mrs. Rose M. French, widow of ton pleaded not guilty, but was j
motors. Come over an4 re us.
Sanborn French, age 79 years. found guilty of driving 60 miles an
to eliminate damage claims. It started its fastenings. On Novem- bring along some car.'
"IT
Corsets and foundation garments Funeral services today at 2.30 hour in a 25 mile zone and paid
also
must
be
placed
so
that
the
TALKS"
p.
m.
from
the
Waltz
Funeral
sold and fitted. Fannie's, 15 Park
See
rolling or pitching of the steamer off, her old boilers were removed
Home in Waldoboro with Rev. a fine of $15. He was stopped by
FIREWORKS WERE
iston
Street, City.
68-tf Philip Palmer officiating. Inter Rockland Police on Park Street
and two new flue-boilers and a Carl Erickson or Don K
will
not
shift
the
cargo.
All
of
this
EMPEROR’S
at
ment will be in German Protestant Wednesday.
new
surface
condenser
installed.
must be done in the shortest space
WARREN MOT R
Telephone 76 lor all social Items Cemetery.
• • •
of time, especially between way A new massive gallows-frame was
USED CAR ANN X
Ijawrence
—
At
Togus,
June
4.
guests,
parties, etc.,
for
The
Corner Routes 1 an*’ 90
A 15 year old Rockland boy paid
landings, when hours lost, is money built of hard pine, double-strapped
Herbert G. Lawrence of Orffs Cor
Warren, Maine
Oourier-Gazette, Mrs.
Margaret ner,
Waldoboro. Interment in a fine of $15 and $5 costs after
lost by the company.
Freight to her keelson. This new and rigid
_
______
69 71
Winchenbaugh, 161 Limerock St New York.
First fireworks
being found guilty of juvenile de
truckers or what was known as gallows-frame eliminated the vi.
j jj j
*
a
_ai_
COLLEGE Student wan <• stu■ocial reporter.
tf
bration
and
added
greater
strength
dpnts
,
0
tuU)r
will
,
utor
lE’glinquency on a charge of driving
“
Roust-a-bouts,
”
required
skill,
ever shot off IN
Either take chances or take 65 miles an hour in a 45 mile
and fleetness of foot. A freight to her super-structure
lish, Latin, Mathematics ChemJAPAN WERE
what's left by those who do.
(\BD OF THANKS
and
others. Rras nable
PRESENTED IN 1560
zone.
truck in the hands of what was | On May 13, 1885 the Cambridge istry
I wish to express my apprecia
For more
infor ation
BV A DUTCH TRADER
called a green horn slowed up the arrived in Bangor after this ma rates.
tion for the many cards, flowers
CALL 458-M. after 6 o’clock 69'tf
TO THE EMPEROR...
nhole operation, and his life was j jor over-hauling. Her regular of- j
and gifts which were sent to me
WHO HAD THEM
That Generations
while a patient at Knox Ccunty
in danger of a slimy freight slip fleers had been running on the j
CLASSIFIED AS A
General Hospital. Special thanks
when skilled truckmen were slid- Katahdin while she was out of
MIL ITARV SECRET:
to Dr. Soule, Dr. Heath, Rev
to Come may
ing down with a load and almost | commission. An unusual incident j
Charles MacDonald and all the
at the speed of a bullet. There took Placc on this da,e- The Cam-;
Remember
nurses.
was no stopping from the top of bridge, arriving in the Penobscot F
69*lt
Mrs. Lillian Alden.
harvest
the slip to the toe-plank. A skilled River from Boston met the Ka
CARD OF THANKS
„
06
trucker would stop his truck on tahdin. The two steamers were
We wish to thank all our neigh
board the steamer by a side mo made fast together in mid-stream.
||N
JAPANESE,
FIREWORKS
bors and friends for their card:
tion, bringing his truck in a posi Capt. Roix and his officers who
and gifts which did so much to
ARE CALLED HANABl...
make our anniversary so enjoy
tion so it would slide side-ways act-! came down on the Cambridge
HANA MEANING "FLOWER"
able.
ing as a brake. This all happened stepped aboard the Katahdin, while
AND
BI
"
FIRE"...
Mr. and Mrs. R. Ferrara.
in a fraction of a second and re- Capt. Ingraham and his officers
AND
EXPERT
CRAFTSMEN
69* lt
...
—
SPEND IS YEARS LEARNING
! quired great skill that was only ac- went aboard the Cambridge. The
'*S THE INTRICATE SKILL OF MANUFACTURE!
__
' complished from practice.
Un- officers of the Cambridge were as
follows: Master. Otis Ingraham;
NEW YORKS BIG BAN6! I,'*?* 1 skilled men stowing in the gang
ways, and a few unskilled truckers, First Pilot, Ezra Curtis; second!
Thc
righteous
MILLIONS WATCHED MANHATTAN^
{
were costly to the company in man pilot. Ira Farnsworth; Purser,1
FIRST AND BIECESr HUDSON
Xifziu’xJS
flourish
like the
hours lost as well as damaged William B. Eaton: Freight Clerk,
RIVER'SPECTACULAR ‘tN HALF ^LcAV'tree: he shall grow like
F. A. Guernsey; Chief Engineer,
freight
BURPEE
A CENTURV. WHEN 2 'z TONS CF
See the Amazing
a cedar in Lebanon.
Tillson’s Wharf in Rockland has William Fox; Second Engineer, |
Japanese Fireworks marked the
TORO
POWER HANDLE
Psalms
92:12
Funeral Home
in its day given the greatest dis Lawrence Flynn; First Officer?
OPENING OF THE U.S. WORLD TRADE FAIR
The
Toro
Power Handle
James
Tucker;
Second
Officer,
W.
play of precision accuracy in
^BARRETT M. JORDAN. Prop.
makes it possible to own a
If atch for a Great Promchoosing a family monu
freight handling of any terminal S. Cookson; Steward, S. G. Downs;
Established 1830
whole family of yard ma
ment, your choice is n«
ite from the flible in thit
on the Atlantic Coast. This wharf Watchman. William Withey; Bow
chines without buying an en
AMBULANCE SERVICE
only for your lifetime, but
nowadays fireworks ARE SO c?
gine for each machine.
was the central artery of a web of Lookout. William Jacobs; Quarterfor generations to come. We can
tpace every Saturday.
TEL. 390
Powerful 2’4 h.p engine
POPULAR IN JAPAN THAT DISPLAYS
help you find lasting satisfaction
different steamboat routes. Here master. William Crosby and E. J.
lit LIMEROCK STREET
switches in seconds from one
through our wide selection of Rock
ARE HELP YEAR ROUND AT FESTIVALS,
ROCKLAND, MAINE____
to
another without tools.
they
all
met
at
the
same
time.
Hall.
of Ages family monuments. Each is
ATHLETIC MEETS, OTHER CELEBRATIONS
The dignity and beauty
Electric starting availableScores
of
freight
truckers
inter___
‘
___
_
~~
backed by a signed guarantee to
which typifies a Davis
AND TO ADVERTISE DOMESTIC PRODUCTS f
recoil starter standard
you, ytnir heirs, or your descendano,
mingled going in different direc-l
service bring solace and
ja
Fewer HoadIe drirtt Ikes* eaffz
peace of mind to the
tions. The length and breadth of
Copyright 1957
Japan Trade Center • 393 Fifth Avenue • New York. N. Y.
SANDY SHORES
• reel mower
• sprayer
immediate
family and
the freight shed was a quick mov
• rotary mower • generator
friends.
SOUTH POND, WARREN
ing mass of bobbing heads on the

ITS WORTH KNOWING!

T0R0

8

Chester Brooks

• eager-trimmer • pump

TeL CRestwd 3-2981
CAMDEN
TeL 2151
Knox-Lincoln-Waldo Counties
WARREN
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AUTH OII2 10
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PHONE THOMASTON 175

dead run. to unload and load again
to sail on time. It was no un
common sight to see a passenger
get nipped in the heels with a
freight truck, or have his suit case

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

April, was continued to June 18 by

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 74 YEARS

Judge Strout.

Office-Showroom, Thomaston, Maine
1-M-tf

Aylward had entered a plea of
not guilty.

• snow plow
• aerator

Open For

CeaM ia

The Summer

• tiller
• front cutter

and sm H Fedey

al

Charles E. Stackpole

SPECIAL RATES FOR
PICNIC PARTIES

THOMASTON, MAINE

Booting and

TEL 194-3
no-it,

40-T-S-tt
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

Feed Manufacturers See No Real
Increases In Egg Market Prices
Until Late In The Summer
4-H Club Doings

No real strength is expected in ducers have cut their hatch of
the egg market before late sum egg-type chicks by about 21 per
mer, predicts the poultry survey cent so far in 1957. The North
east is down 16 per cent for the
committee of the American Feed
first four mon’hs of ’57 but Maine
Manufacturers Association.
By is up from last year, reports
late August or September egg Harry C. Whelden, Jr., Extension
prices are likely to rise to a level poultry specialist. This will mean
a reduced number of pullets avail
at least equal to 1936.
able for egg production this fall
This upward trend is likely to
in the United States.
continue through the fall with egg
This reduced number of pullets
prices holding relatively firm will be partially offset by an in
through the turn of the year, says creased holding of hens for a sec
the committee. This should re ond year of laying, and by the
sult in an increasingly favorable year-to-year increases in fall
margin above thc depressed egg rates of lay. Egg production in
prices of early 1957.
the last quarter of the year is
Maine poultrymen will be glad likely to be below last year’s rec
to hear that, nationally, egg pro ord.
Despite
storage
stocks

SHEEPMEN ATTEND SHEARING CLINIC

larger than last year, reduced
production will result in smaller
per capita supplies of shell eggs.

By Henry Teague
go when the price of fowl was 17When the poultry business is bad 18 cents were doing the wise thing.
Changes in the number of
,
then is the time when rumors fly. Those who sell at a lower price
chicks brooded each spring are
later on may find that they have
Sometimes the rumors prove to
not fully reflected in egg supplies
Union
worked several weeko. for nothing,
have some truth but more often or less than nothing.
during the following fall and win
After the regular meeting of the
Sunny Bake, the members all
ter. By retaining more old hens
they are just something someone
Some poultrymen make a study
made tomato, lettuce and cabbage
in the total laying flock, farmers
started somewhere for no particu of the market and figure probabili
salad. Celery was also stuffed.
will considerably offset decreases
lar reason. It is definite that some ties and possibilities both of future
Anita Carroll, secretary says. “We
in the number of pullets raised.
poultrymen have given up and rate of lay and market trend. It
cleaned up the kitchen after
A continued long-time increase in
sought work elsewhere. Some are is interesting to note that these
i
wards.”
rate of lay per bird about offsets
working and still trying to keep poultrymen are generally the ones
Plans were made for a picnic to
their flocks going with help of their who move their birds for the most
the additional demand generated
be held today.
wives or other members of the money. A penny rise on a flock
by the annual population increase.
family.
of a thousand black fowl usually
Therefor, any substantial
in
Warren
It is a time when it appears that means an additional 60-65 dollars.
crease in the size of the national
Warren Wonder Workers held a
some think that one part of the in The trends do not follow an exact
laying flock would raise per pe~meeting recently at the home of
dustry appears to be a little pattern but there is information
son egg supplies, concludes the
their leader, Mrs. Mildred Gam
brighter than another part. This that one can get from buyers that
poultry authorities.
mon.
brings about numerous changes .A may indicate what may happen.
Field day was discussed. Nancy
lot of table egg producers have The daily reports from Boston and
Starrett and Nancy Noiwood will 4-H Leaders
AUTHOR OF MASTER EGG CO-OP
gone into hatching eggs while a New York put out by the USDA are
give a dairy foods salad demonstr-1
number of breeder flock owners free to every poultryman and they
ation as a team that day.
Plan Expanded
PLAN RETURNS 13th TO REPORT
have turned to table eggs. A few •an be very useful.
< amden
I have asked a number of store
broiler raisers have started pullet
Union
Fair
Shows
PROGRESS TO LOCAL PRODUCERS
Mrs. Lucinda Waterman, leadflocks in anticipation of a price keepers and men in service firms
er of the Seaside 4-H gave a report i Mrs. Marion MacDonald, leader
Joseph W. Fletcher of Went and plans are now underway for a
break on eggs. Others who have f they realize the extent of the
on the club activities of the year ] of Happy Harvesters of South
not found money enough to raise loultry depression. Without excepworth, N. H., will return to Maine market survey for New England
at the local achievment meeting. I ’efferson, president of Knox-LinPhoto by Jaeger
a pullet flock have shown interest ion the answer has been that they
by the Faim Co-operative Division
Thursday,
June
13
to
tell
poultryExtension
livestock
specialist
Jack
Goater
gives
sheep
shearing
Mrs. Mitchell, leader of Sub- ; oln 4 H Leaders’ Association, had
■ertainly do. They say that they
of the U. S. Department of Agricul pointers to J. Malcolm Barter of Waldoboro as Barter tries his hand in broilers.
Teeners introduced the girls who i harge of their meeting recently men about the progress of his poulI have talked with some poultry lepend a lot on poultry money and
ture. John Scanlan, chief of this at the task.
modeled at the style show and I it White Oak Grange Hall, North try self-control plan. The meeting
he poultrymen are not spending
Division has written Mr. Fletcher
A sheep shearing demonstration foreign matter. Maine Extension men who have made a shift and J
what they were wearing.
Warren.
Secretary Hazel Gam- under the auspices of the Inde that survey will begin in the near
much of any money at the present
do
not
think
they
are
too
happy
w’as recently held by the Knox- Circular 314 explains these in dePetty Steel and Barbara Wilbur non of White Oak 4-H Club and pendent Egg Producers Associa
.ime. Evidently poultrymen are
future.
Lincoln County Extension Service tail and may be obtained from the Right now I think some of the eg:
gave a demonstration on making Treasurer Mrs. Beryl Hunt of tion will be held at the Grarg:
producers are beginning to think lot the only ones who are having
This survey will include the to help farmers learn how to give county agent.
holders.
j 3unker Hill Workers presented Hall in Thomaston at 8 p. m. All Maine egg situation and will be
to cut their budgets.
more careful attention to the wool
Also demonstrated was hoof about the possibility of higheMartha Libby gave a piano solo. oports of previous business,
Laymen may be somewhat con
poultrymen and their wives are conducted here at the request of
prices. There are many signs tha’
crop. The demonstration was held trimming to keep the feet in good
Brenda Chapin sang a song with j Mrs. Eleanor Wilson of Jefferson invited.
the Independent Egg Producers As at the Lloyd Davis farm in Waldo condition, and parasite control. a break is coming but just when nr tused because they still see a few
Jessie Heal accompanying her on ! Eagles, Mrs. Ida .May Hunt of
Members of Coneeco, thc official sociation.
one seems to know. A while back loultry buildings being built. Gen
Parasites not only cause high
boro.
the piano. Sharon Leach, Amber *-H Highlanders, with Mrs. Sophie organization of New England Poulsome thought the sky would begir erally the reason for this is that
The meeting June 13 will mark
County Agent Gil Jaeger points mortality among lambs, but also
Mitchell and Connie Richard ex Burgess and Mrs. Eila Leach of try and Egg co-operative are workto clear in June but now there is a these building were planned many
the beginning of an active cam
out that sheep yield two products, cause economic losses from poor
plained the requirements of the Warren’s Own Workers, planned ing with Mr. Fletcher on a master
lot of talk about late summer and months ago and those who are now
paign for membership by I.E.P.A.
meat and wool, but that too often weight gains and increased feed!
first year clothing project. Jean activities for 4-H Field Day, June plan to organize all of these coearly fall. One pessimistic chicker building do not seem to he particuAny egg producer in Maine as well
the wool crop is taken too much costs. Parasites may be control
Thomas and Shirley Whittier gave 15. Elden Hunt, Schuyler Hawes operatives into one unit. Several
salesman told me the other day uarly happy. In some cases buildas those allied with the industry
led
by
improving
and
rotating
for
granted.
Even
where
lamb
a demonstration on patterns. and Conrad Steele worked on meetings have already been held are eligible to join.
‘hat he was sure that October ngs are being left partly finished
! production for meat is the most pastures, using correct equipment
Linda Barker, Brenda Chapin tairy judging plans.
at the present time.
would see egg prices up a little.
important item, the wool crop and culling the flock of spreaders.
and Jessie Heal explained “Good
June is the month when thouPlans were made to have a
I do not go in much for predic
gives 20-40 per cent of the total Phenothiazine may be used to conGrooming”.
bigger and better exhibit than
tion but I have it in mind that eggs lands of new pullets begin to lay
income.
trol them, too. This is used in
Hope
ever at the 4-H Building, the 4-H
will move out of the thirties fairly 'n the area. Some came in in May
Flock income from wool can be the spring when sheep are turned
The Hopeful Homemakers at Livestock Show, and the 4-H Kit
soon. Quite a lot of poultrymer but the big rush is starting now
increased by breeding for both out to pasture, in mid-summer,,
their last meeting, made plans for chen.
are talking hopefully about a good and will continue into August. By
meat and wool instead of just for and in the fall. It is also fed with
a program to be put on, before
Leaders and assistant leaders
big heat wave in thc midwest, the that time practically all of the mid
meat, by controlling parasites and salt for free choice feeding. Dethe Grange for the local achieve attending were: Mrs. Sophie Bur
kind of a heat wave that will really winter and early spring pullets will
by general good management tails are in Extension bulletin 313
ment day. The older girls will gess, Mrs Eila ^.each, Mrs. Leda
cut down on production. Last sum- be in production. Actually there
practices, such as better feeding, also available from the county
hy Eleanor Carter
model their dresses and the Martin, Mrs. Mildred Gammon,
mer was the exception and a lot will be quite a lot less pullets
dry
shelters, keeping wool free of agent.
younger ones will show their dolls. and Mrs. Dorothy Overlook, a” of
more eggs were produced than around this season and most of us
They will also have demonstra Warren; Conrad Steele and Mrs.
For that special dessert during 1% cups vanilla wafer crumbs
usual. We have it pretty hot in are hopeful that the real clearance
tions and an exhibit of their work. Marion Steele of Washington; | the coming summer months, try 1/3 cup melted margarine
Maine at times, even hot enough to of old hens will begin soon. Then
Margaret Carr and Bernice | Mrs. Marion MacDonald of South either the Peach Delight Pie or
Pour milk into freezer tray and ;
effect
production, but nothing like there are more than a million cases
t
UNION
CAMDEN
Gamage were appointed to see | Jefferson; Mrs. Eleanor Wilson, the Lemon Refrigerator Cake:
of eggs in storage that will appear
place in freezing unit 15 to 29
the midwest.
MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
about hiring a bus to go on a mys Mrs. Ida May Hunt and Charles
There are still millions of old on the market whenever prices rise
minutes or until crystals form.
PEACH DELIGHT PIE
Correspondent
Correspondent
tery ride.
hens around that would ordinarily a little. A few months ago those
Meantime beat egg yolks very,
Hunt, Jr., of Jefferson; Elden
Graham Cracker Pie Crust
Tel. STatc 5-*333
Telephone CEdar 6-2197
have been in dressing plants some who were hoping for a top of 70
(amden
Hunt of Bunker Hill; Lincoln l’i cups graham cracker crumbs light with sugar. Add lemon juice
time
ago. A lot of poultrymen cents a dozen for large eggs this
and
cook
over
boiling
water
un,
The Sub-Teeners held their club Hawes of Union; Mrs. Sheila
(about 24 crackers)
All members of the Mt. Battle
Union Odd Fellows are invited everywhere are hanging on with fall would gladly settle for 60 cents.
til thickened. Add rind and stir
tour recently. Rebecca Water- Hart of Appleton; and Mrs. Ella 1/3 CUp yoft margarine
man displayed her skirt, blouse Benner of Waldoboro.
in gelatine soaked in cold water. Lodge No. 102 and members of to Sheepscot Lodge in Coopers the hope growing fainter that they In other words the picture is not
1 tablespoon sugar
petticoat and varius articles she
Assistant leaders were
Mrs. 14 teaoooon salt
Cool until syrupy and fold in egg Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge are Mills Monday and asked to bring will be able to cash in a little on quite so bright now, but wc are all
invited" to attend the services of their candidate. All biothers are their old flocks. Right now it looks sure that eggs are going up-higher
made for her bedroom.
I Janet Smith and Mrs. Freda ( Crumble and roll graham crack- ■whites beaten stiff. Whip chilled
Rhonda Leonard displayed a j Stimpson of Warren; Mrs. Beryl Prs with a rolling pin until very milk stiff and fold in. Blend the Chestnut Street Baptist Church requested to meet in front of the as though those who let their birds than at present at least.
skirt, blouse, slip and graham Hunt of Bunker Hill; Schuyler: flne
Reserve
2
tablespoons! crumbs and margarine. Sprinkle on Sunday. Members will meet hall at 7 p. m. Warren Lodge is to
confer the Second Degre on
Meenahga Grange
muffins; Susan Masalin, plain Ha-wes of Union; Mrs. Alice Buck. I crumbs. Mix remaining crumbst 1/3 ilrto deeP sound 8-inch pan at the IOOF HaU at 10 a. m.
seven candidates.
A late lunch
The
American
Legion
Auxiliary
Open House was observed Mon
muffins; Barbara Wilbur, hand Mrs. Mary Leonard and
Mrs. I with
or ingredients until with removable bottom.
Cover
will be served.
day evening with 90 members and
bag and holders; Elizabeth Pal Helen Leonard of Camden;
Mrs. | rromibly. Line bottom and sides with half the lemon mixture, 1/3 met Tuesday evening at the Le
Mr. nnd Mrs. Gerald Ames and
guests present.
leria, handbag, kerchief and corn- Farolyn Jackson of Appleton; and of 9-inch pie pan which has been more crumbs, rest of lemon mix- gion Hall, with Mrs. Mary Simth,
The highlight of the evening
bread; Pat Mitchell skirt and a guest, Frank Hart of Appleton. well greased, pressing crumb ture and top with crumbs. Chill president, presiding.’ The follow daughters of Bridgeport, Conn.,
Warren Grange
ing
committees
were
named;
ex

and
Vernon
Ames
of
Longhorne,
was
the appearance of the choir
blouse; Pat Curit, skirt and
mixture firmly in an even layer, until firm. 6 servings.
By Nancy Benner
of the Miller School under their
blouse; Pat Steel, skirt and son and her club to attend the Bake 10 minutes in a very hot' Try our special Avocado Salad! ecutive committee; all officers. Penna., were guests of their par
Mrs. Bertha Thurlow. Mrs. Hattie ents, Mr. and Mis. Alvah Ames,
A 6 o’clock supper was served instructor, Mrs. Iva Cooper. The
blouse; Martha Libby, a cake; meeting on June 29.
oven (400JF). Cool before pour- You’ve never tasted a better
Cole and Mrs. Margaret Kelley; during the weekend.
at Warren Grange Hall Tuesday choristers received an enthusiast
and Sally Hurlburt, chocolate drop x
ing in filling.
salad:
Washington
finance committee, Mrs. Kath
cookies.
Friends of the Union girls, evening, after which the Grange ic response to their piogram.
Thc Pine Tree decided to go to
Filling
TROPICAL AVOCADO SAIAD
erine Dow; Mrs. Marion Richard pupils of Mrs. Marion Lermond, meeting was held.
Mrs. Cooper favored with two
Rockland
Georges Lake for their father and 1 package vanilla pudding mix
1 2 oranges
The Sananjueca observed 4-H son day on June 23. For recrea 1 era cubed canned or fresh 1 No. 1 flat can pineapple chunks, son and Mrs. Myrtle Mutch; pub are invited to the recital Monday
We put on our health program piano solos, Shirley Burley ac
licity, Mrs. Arville Whitehouse, evening at 7.30 p. m. at thc Sec and also made plans for our Dairy cordion solos and the Abbottoni
Sunday by inviting the Abnakis of tion the members played baseball
chillcd
■peaches
also coupon chairman; child wel ond Congregational Church in Supper to be held thc 22nd of sisters gave, an exhibition of toe
Tenants Harbor and White Oak of against their fathers.
Conrad
2 avocadoes
cup heavy cream
fare, Mrs. Alice Merchant; rehabi Warren.
dancing.
North Warren to the Finnish Con Steele is the leader of these boys, j
June.
Cook pudding according to pack- H teaspoon grated lemon rind
litation, Mrs. Gertrude Freeman;,
A short pageant on the aims of
gregational Church in Thomaston.
Friendly
Circle
of
the
Methodist
The
Circle
March
was
won
by
■-i
cup
Mayonnaise
1 age directions. Let coo!,’stirring
St. George
membership, Mrs. Lena Morse
the Grange was presented and in
The Sananjueca held the follow
Church
held
a
business
meeting
Ronald Overloek.
Sally Fields, president of the St. occasionally ro that pudd’ng wi’l Watercress
and Mrs. Theodore Blackington;
cluded a solo by Mrs. Ilda Allen
ing service. welcome. Jeanne Call;
Six members attended Wey
not set. When cool, fold in
Peel oranges and cut into sec- supper committee, Mrs. Gertrude following the public dinner Tues
Georgettes
called
their
meeting
and numbers by a male quartette.
Church and the 4-H club, Anne
day
evening.
They
voted
to
hold
mouth
Grange
Monday
night.
peaches and cream which haa tions. Squeeze and reserve juice Freeman and Mrs. Alice Mer
Master of ceremonies was Wilmot
Peterson; Responsive Reading. to order.
Weymouth Grange is invited to
Pour filling into from pu'p after sectioning. Drain chant. The auxiliary will serve a another dinner on July 2. The
Plans were made for Parents been whipped.
Dow.
Judith Peterson; Lord’s Prayer.
date
of
the
summer
bazaar
was
meet
with
us
next
Tuesday
eve

pie •■ lell. Sprinkle 2 tablespoons pineapple, reserving juice and mix turkey banquet to the Alumni As
Carol Cross; Club Pledge, Joy Night, and chose different demning.
If desired, pineapple and orange sections, sociation on Tuesday evening. announced as August 1.
Mazzeo; “Head, Heart, Hands and onstrations to do. This will be of ciumbs over top.
Walter Rich, local postmaster,
sliced
peaches
may
be
arranged
Cut
avocadoes
in
hatf-witho'lt
Weymouth Grange
1
held
June
10.
Ann
Gledhill
gave
During
the
month
of
June
the
Health”, Sandra Peterson; Intro
to form a star on pio filling. Place j peeling.
Remove seeds.
Scoop members will make birthday has announced the first 15 days ot
By Lawrence O’Dell
SEAHORSES
duction of Hymns, Joy Mazzeo; a demonstration on how to make
in freezer until firm l’i to 2 hours. out with a ball cutter and toss cakes for Togus. Plans are being June are to be Rural Mail Box
rou DE PEIMDabiuty
Gus Hauck of Waldoboro pro
Accompanist, Carol Cross; and chocolate milk.
improvement
time
and
all
RFD
Serve within 4 hours.
immediately with pineapple' and made to hold public suppers at
Benediction, Carol Cross.
North Warren
patrons are asked to improve jected colored slides taken by him BITLER CAR A HOME SUPPLY
oranges.
Add enough pineapple the Legion Hall once a month dur
LEMON
REFRIGERATOR
CAKE
on a trip to Europe at thc Mon
At a recent meeting of the War
North Warren
their mail boxes.
ROCKLAND
juice to orange juice to make % ing the summer.
June Stimpson. member of the ren’s Own Winners, Jacky Perry 1 cup evaporated milk
John Howard had an ill turn day meeting.
cup.
Add lemon rind and stir
Mrs. Jennie Cleveland, who has Wednesday and was taken to the
On Tuesday evening. Weymouth
White Oak 4-H club demonstrated demonstrated the parts of a 2 eg; yolks
gradually into mayonnaise, mix been a patient at the Mae Mur
members will be guests of War
simple table setting at their last row’s stomach. Richard Robbins % evo sugar
Veterans’ Hospital in Togus.
GUARANTEED for LIFE!
6 tablespoons lemon juice
ing until thoroughly blended. To ray Nursing home, is at the home
meeting. A setting contest was showed how to grow potatoes.
Mrs. Martha Fuller entertained ren Grange for the evening. The
Serve,
fill
avocado
shells
with
2
teaspoons
grated
lemon
rind
of
her
brother
and
his
wife,
Mr.
meeting
starts
at
8
o
’
clock.
held after the meeting, also record
the Friendly B Club Thursday
North Appleton
1 tablespoon plain gelatin
fruit, garnish with watercress and and Mrs. David Mann at Spruce
THI ONtY MOVINO FAIT
and check sheets were worked on.
evening.
One of the members
Megunticook Grange
At roil call of the George's Val U cup cold water
OF
pass mayonnaise dressing. Four Head.
The members are to check at ley Hustlers each member report
birthday was honored.
THI
WAU FLAM! BUINEI
A dairy program was presented
servings.
home and make out, “How Safe ed on their projects. Kenneth 2 egg whites
Maynard Whitehouse, son of Mr.
Mrs. Annabelle Messer, teacher this week by Lecturer Lucia HripIs Your Home.”
and Mrs. Maynard Whitehouse is in the High School, and her hus
Butler reports that he has com
kins as a part of Dairy Month ac
excavated a farm pond to provide home from Bates College for the band, Co'.by Messer, accompanied
It was voted to invite thc Apple- pleted his woodworking. Account
tivities.
Another feature of the
water for stock. The pond was summer.
ton Boosters on the club tour on ;heets were worked on. Judging
the second year French class on month will be a dairy supper on
dug in a spring place and is fill
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Whitney a tour of Quebec, Canada. The
June 11 and to invite Anne Peter- contest will be held next meeting.
the 20th.
ing with water quite rapidly. and daughter Harriett, formerly of students were Craig Walker, MilDarius Joy. Eugene St. Clair,
Jimmie recently became a co- Camden, have returned to Fort ton Hilt, Travis Brown and Ann
and Frederick Sullivan led in the
’ORT CLYDE
operator of thc Knox-Lincoln Soil Monmouth. N. J., after being sta ette Austin.
THIS YEAR GET
group singing of "Old MacDonald
Churrh News
Conservation
District
and
is tioned with the P. S. Army in
The Storer-Collins-Harding Post, Had A Farm", with Theresa John
*The new furnace has been com
France
for
the
last
three
and
one
thereby eligible for assistance
American Legion, will send dele son as pianist.
pleted and installed at the Baptist
with the establishment of conser half years.
gates to attend the State Ameri
m m QUIT «
A reading, "The Cow”, was
Church. It is very gratifying to
The members of the Chadavae can Legion Convention in Bangor
vation practices.
presented by Marston Beverage
the many friends who have helped
By Elroy II. Gross
Chris Burgess of Dresden has Club held their annual banquet at June 28, 29 and 33. Linwood who was followed by another of
In any way to make this possible.
been having serious erosion on a Portlaw Inn, Wednesday evening. Staples and Harland Prescott are the same title which was written
A welcome is extended to those
cropland field. The field washed Following the banquet the meet delegates with Alvah Ames and by Robert Louis Stevenson and
Merrill Payson of Warren, rewho are visiting in our community
so badly that something had to ing was held in the attractive liv- 'Robert Keald as alternates.
was read by J. Herbert Gould.
W/TH
/
this summer.
' cently blasted 800 linear feet of be done to stop the gully and ing room and the following were
_____________
Darius Joy also gave two read
Sunday worship service at 2 p.
elected to serve as officers for
man must be a super mixer if
FARMS m.; Church School, 3.10 p. m; drainage ditch with dynamite. | sheet erosion. Contour strips have the ensuing year. President, Mrs. heAcombines
ings.
HUBBARI
business
and
pleasure.
The ditch will serve to drain a been marked out in the field and
Carroll Wixson of Penobscot
•v
Classes
for
all
ages;
mid-week
Vera
Fitzsimmons,
vice
president,
CHICKS
flat area in a grassland field and Chris plans to plant on the con
View Grange showed a film is
service Tuesday at 7 p. m.
Mrs.
Ann
Howard;
secretary,
Mrs.
tour to stop the serious wash.
sued by the Extension Service on
Rev. Harold Haskell will take bring it into production for hay
Charlotte Upham and treasurer,
RUBBER
STAMPS
and
pasture.
The
ditch
was
staked
successful dairy farming.
Mrs. Lena Richardson. Meetings
BREEZY ACRE P0UL1RY FARMS for his subject Sunday, “'The
by the Soil Conservation Service
Bad habits place a mortgage on will be resumed the third Wednes
A Flag Day program will be
ANY SIZE
Atomic
Power
o(
the
Church
”
.
CARL B. ERICKSON
C. McLoon & Co.
On Order ■*
I technician snd Merrill supervised the accomplishments of a man.
presented at the next meeting
day
in
September.
Sales Representative
TEX. ISM
-■
which includes a memorial serv 113 MAIN 8T.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Keep Maine Green. Prevent for the blasting.
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Tel. CR. 4-2881
Worren, Me. est fires from getting a start.
1
Jl*"mie Pavld’on of Br’sto' has Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
ice conducted by Mabel St. Clair.
Stow Down and Live'
53-tf

By Loans Shihlea—(-H
Club Agent

Johnson

Large Size'
Early Em

MONO
« >

TIMKEN

£

k.

TuMday-Tliurtday-Saturdaf
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Catholic Children Presenting Program

-------’

"""

'i. t

'

i^S * S'

Grade 1—Mrs. Frieder

■1

A ~_______ kJ

Players appearing during thc program Included, from left to right ln front: Larry Coffin, John
Wade, Charles Wade, Joseph Pietroski and Miles Lawrence. In back are: John Melqnlst and Robert
Ripley.
Photo by Henderson
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Chapter Verses
Sunday
Pwlms
122
Monday
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12
1-14
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1-10
Wednesd yjoshua
6-11
Thursday John
£r‘d«y
John
Saturday Ephesians
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Sponsored by

COFFIN'S CLOTHING

HOCKING GRANITE INDUSTRIES, INC.

Hen’s and Boys’

GRANITE MANTELS FOR FIREPLACES
Clark Island

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Member of Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

MCDONALD'S
TEL. 3

THOMASTON

MAINE

G. H. ASTON & SONS
410-412 MAIN STREET
Visit Onr Luncheonette
PARK ST. MOTORS, INC.
Studebaker, Packard and WUlya
Sales and Service

LINCOLN E. McRAE

BOB'S RESTAURANT

INVESTMENTS

19 PARK STREET------- 72 MAIN STREET
Family Style Dinners Served Daily

ALBERT B. ELLIOT

WALTER MORSE

INSURANCE - REAL ESTATE

“FLOWERS”

*

Thomaston, Maine

LLOYD'S REXALL DRUGS

Prescription Specialists
<28 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
J. J. NEWBERRY CO.

ROCKLAND’S COMPLETE FAMILY STORE

ROCKLAND ESSO STATION
U-HAUL TRAILERS FOR RENT
Telephone 8004
John Carry, Prop.

CROCKETT'S FLYING "A" SERVICE
USED CARS AND GENERAL REPAIRING

BOYINGTON'S SUNOCO
CAMDEN STREET
CARR'S WALLPAPER AND PAINT CENTER

Authorized Distributor of Dutch Boy Paints
S88 MAIN ST.
TEL. 25-W ROCKLAND
BRACKETT'S DRUG STORE

THOMASTON - MAINE

THE THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
Member of Federal Reserve System

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

MARITIME OIL COMPANY

McCARTY'S DRUG STORE
YOUR FAMILY DRUG STORE

SUPERIOR OIL, INC.

ESSO PRODUCTS
BOX 628

STARR BROS., INC.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

NEWBERT'S RESTAURANT
SENTER - CRANE'S
A QUALITY DEPARTMENT STORE
Rockland, Maine

RICHARDSON'S
Clothing and Shoes
THOMASTON

RICHARDS' RADIO - T. V.
Sales and Service — Home Appliances

THOMASTON
BICKNELL MANUFACTURING CO.

W. C. LADD AND SONS

INSURANCE
Rockland, Maine

REED'S WOOD SHOP

Come In and Look Around
ROUTE 1
SOUTH WARREN

LAMB'S DRY CLEANERS

SERVICE AS YOU WANT IT

STANLEY'S GARAGE

HUDSON — RAMBLER
Sales and Service
ROCKLAND GRAIN CO.
48 Park Street

Telephone 888

WIRTHMORE FEEDS

FROST & WILKINS, INC.
RANGE AND FUEL OIL

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSN.
Serving Knox County in Thrift and
Home Ownership Since 1888
AS*

A. C. McLOON & CO.
Distributor Shell Gasoline, Range, Fuel Olla
UUlity-Gas and Appliances

BOSTON-ROCKLAND TRANSPORTATION CO.
Serving Nov* Scotia, Boston, Belfast, Ellsworth
Yarmouth, Halifax, N. S,

ROBERT C. BURNS
Concrete Vaults and Septic Tanks
Old County Rd.

Phone 1488

Bock

Dinsmore.
A monologue will be given by
Carol Ann Escorsio and a group
of girls will recite. “The Same
Old Dolly”. A skit entitled, “Wish
I Were A Cowboy” will give the
small boys an opportunity to ap
pear before the spotlights wearing
cowboy outfits and carrying six
shooters.
Both girls and boys
will appear in "Mickey Mouse’s
Birthday Party’’, which will fol
Another highlight bf the pro low.
gram will be the presentation of
The eagerly awaited hillbilly
“Cindrella”.
The title role will skit, “Mortgage On The Farm”,
be played by Rae Ellen Sullivan; will include in the cast: Jeannine
Ihe prince by Alton Hooper; step Miller. Karen Duff, Robert Ripley,
sisters, Shirley Lorenzo and Linda John Crowley, John Milquist,
Hooper; Fairy Queen, Cynthia Wayne Raymond and David Maz
Manseau; Fairy, Jean Russell; zeo.
attendants of thc prince, George
A Minuet will be danced by
Varney and Seward Dinsmore; Jean and Sharon Miller, Maryann
mice, James Brannan and Jerry Blaisdell, Carol Clark, Maryann

St. Bernard’s Church boys will
give a beneflt performance of
“Bartholomew aid The Obleek”,
for their church Sunday afternoon.
The part of King Derwin will be
played by Charles Wade.
His
brother, John, will enact the role
Olf Bartholomew the page boy.
Other members of the cast are:
John
Milquist, Robert Ripley,
Larry Coffin, Miles Lawrence and
Joseph Pietroski.

Maker and Ragna Petteraon, WI*.
consin; Martha Robinson, Minne
sota; Sharon Taylor, Iowa; Busan
Williams, Illionia; Nadine Dowling,
Massachusetts; Lorna Eaton and
Gladys Lehtinen, California; Raymond Harper and William Stuart,
Connecticut; Perry Holmes, New
Hampshire; Carol Hatch, Maine;
Carol Putansu. Maine; Alan HupPer and Guy Lombardo, Florida;
Meda Patterson, New Jersey;
she,la Simpson, Colorado; Sharon
Cushman. Indiana; Wayne Hilt
made a poster on the U. S. Army.
Grade 2—Mrs. Hoi
Mrs. Thorbjornson awared prizes
The following children have had to the best state project. The
birthdays during the month of Judges were the teachers in the
May: Karen Brann, Sandra Dan- building, our hot lunch cooks and
iels, Nancy Lorenzen and Edith our Janitor.
Kilpinen.
First prize was awarded to CalP
William Williams from Peaks fornia made by Lorna Eaton and
Island is a new pupil in the second Gladys Lehtinen. They received
8radefountain pens.
Catherine Ames and Loma
Second prize went to Florida by
Trask are the only two children Alan Hupper and Guy Lombardo.
from the second grade to have per They received ball point pens.
fect attendance for the school
Third prize went to Carol Pu
year.
tansu on her individual Maine pro
ject. She received a ball point
Grade 3—Mrs. Armstrong
pen, also.
We have a new pupil in our third
The states receiving honorable
grade room. He is Thomas Wil
mentions were: Washington, D. C.,
liams from Peaks Island.
New York; Massachusetts; and
Birthdays were clebrated this
New Hampshire. Those students
month by Donna Mae Dennison,
received boxes of crayons.
Linda Phillips, Carol Morse and
On May 29 we had our Memorial
Neil Ames.
Day assembly.
Diane Kinney presented our
June 3 the class had a spelling
class with a new book. It is one | .
of a series by Helen Louise Thornthe ye“ra Word*'
dyke
| Mary Ellen Huntley was the win| pnn
Sea shells have been brought in ■
In closing we wish you all a
by Bruce Dammon, Patridge eggs

Pupiig celebrating June birth
days are: Laura Damon, Patricia
Cook, and Steven Jacobson.
Lynne Stone. Laura Damon and
Howard Gledhill have not missed
a day of the whole school year.
We are glad to have Lana Wiley
and Jennifer Bryant back to
school. They each had their tonsils taken out.
Linda Lwesque has returned to
Peaks Island after attending our
school for several weeks

WHATKHJetOM

Today's athlete wants to win fairly ac
cording to the rules. Primitive man had
no rules, no sense of fair play.
In the intervening centuries man learned
more of God. He began to apply basic
religious principles of honesty and integ
rity to all the activities of life. Finally, he
decided that even his games ought to be
played by such standards.
Sometimes we say that sports build
character. We really mean that fair play
—the religious principle we have tried to
incorporate in our games—turns mere
competitive effort into a character-mold
ing experience.
But life is more than a game . • . and
Christian character is more than sports
manship.
The Church teaches all of us the prin
ciples of moral and spiritual living. It
brings us into a reverent relationship with
God himself. Its truths not only inspire
fair play . . . but victorious living.

ST. GEORGE CENTRAL SCHOOL

Hedaa, Rosemary Black, Donna
Bodman and Rosemary Lorenzo.

The closing number will be a
series of tableaus about the Sacra
ments. The musical background
will be sung by Fay Billings, Pa
tricia Wade, Ann Coughlin and
Agnes Kent. The part of the
priest will be taken by Raymond
Moulaison.
Other members of
the cast will be: Mary and Susan
Brannon, Barbara Bodman, Mary
Madigan, Eileen Easier, Elaine
LaBlanc, Mary and Claudia Rapose, Linda DiRenzo, David Eas
ier, Robert Varney, Bruce Lind
sey, Jay Madore, Ronald Walsh,
and Basil O’Connor.
The piano accompaniment will
be played by Janet Ripley and
Joan Gherardi. The program will
be directed by the Sisters of the
Atonement.

and robin’s eggs by Floyd Linscott „
and frogs eggs and tadpoles by/6' }'°U a“ *“ 0,6 falL
Douglas Rackliff and Floyd Lin-1 c&-re'Port‘'r’.
Mary
scott
, and Raymond Harper.

Huntley

Lovely storybooks to be shared
with their classmates came from
Dennis Putansu, Bruce Damon.
Douglas Anderson and Douglas
Rackliff.
Pupils having perfect attendance
since January are Laura Carter
and Dennis Putansu.
We shall miss David Torrey who
is moving to New Hampshire.
Pupils receiving 100 per cent in
last Friday’s spelling test includes
Brian Taylor, Virginia Faller, Linda
Ervin, Douglas Rackliff, Susan
Gledhill, Laura Carter, Floyd Lin
scott, Yvonne Chadwick, Sumner
Kinney, Carolyn Long, Terrance
Beckett, Linda Phillips, Dianne
Kinney, Paul Salmi, Carol Morse,
Bruce Damon and Glidden Tyler.

WRKD and will include music by
the choir, a solo by Warren Whit
ney, and the message by Mr. Mac
luircli
Donald on “The Bed-Rock Foun
dation.”
On Tuesday evening the Golden
St Peter’s Episcopal Church, of those worshipping with us.
Hour of Prayer and Praise will be
Rev. E. O. Kenyon Obi. I. W„ Flowers will be arranged by the
held at 7.30. Wednesday night the
Rector: Parish Mass and sermon Senior Matrons.
officers and committee members
at 9.30. Weekday Masses, Tues
Appointments for the week in of the Missionary Fellowship will
day. Thursday, Friday, at 7.30; on clude the Junior Choir rehearsal
meet at the home of Mrs. Corey,
Wednesday at 6 a. m.
• kae Friday at 3.30. and the Explor- 57 Oliver street. Also on Wednes
er Rendezvous at Camp Bomazeen day the choir members will meet
St. Bernard's Rockland, Sunday over thc weekend forthe Explorer ;;”th'e"chu7ch atVto goon'a’p'icMasses, 8 and 11 a. m. St. James’ | Crew of Troop 206. Worship on nic
thp
nic outing
outing.Thurgday nlght
Thomaston, 9 a. m.; Our Lady of June 16 at 10.40, with music by ’ MacDonald Class banquet will be
Good Hope, Camden, 9.30 a. m.; thc Junior Choir
held at the church. On Saturday
Confessions at St. Bernard's, Sat
the Prayer Hour is held at 7 30 in
urday at 3.30 and 7 p. m. Daily
At the Littlefield Memorial Bap the vestry.
Mass at 8.45 a. m.
tist Church, the children of the
• • •
Church School will meet in their
The Reorganized Church of
St. John the Baptist Episcopal classrooms at 10.30 a. m. Sunday. Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Church. Thomaston: Holy Com There will be no regular morning Highland Street, pastor, George
munion every Sunday at 8 a. m., Worship service on Sunday. In- Woodward, services are as fol
preceded by morning prayer at! stead at 11 a. m„ the Children’s lows: Church School, 10 a. m.;
7.40 a. m. Sunday School every Day program, “Let's Tell tile Good preaching, 11 a. m.; evening
Sunday at 10.30 a. m. except first News" will be presented by the preaching, 7 p. m.; Wednesday
Sunday of the month. Morning children of the Junior, Primary and evening prayer service, 7.30 p. m.
Prayer and Family Service first Kindergarten Departments of the
• • •
Sunday of each month for parents, Church School. All parents and
At the Holy Trinity Lutheran
children. A warm invitation is friends are cordially invited to be Church, Thomaston, W. I. Ylonen,
extended to everyone to attend present. All high school seniors of pastor: The confirmation class
this service. Communion break the parish will be recognized in will meet Saturday from 1 to 5
fast at 9 a. m. each Sunday at this service. B.Y.F. will not meet p. m. This will be the flnal period
on Sunday evening this week. The of study before confirmation.
Knox Hotel.
• e *
regular evening service will not be Confirmation and goneral Commu
Worship services for members held this Sunday due to the Bac nion service on Sunday at 10 a. m.
of The Church of Christ will be calaureate Service for the Rock The pastor will be assisted by
conducted at 3 p. m. Sunday in land High School graduating class Rev. Niilo Suhonen.
Grand Army Hall, on Limerock which will be held at the Com
• • *
Street. Evangelist Dwaine Evans munity Building Sunday evening.
The South Thomaston Methodist
Troop 243 will meet on Monday
of Augusta will lead. All visitors
Church will hold its worship serv
at 6.30 p. m. at the vestry for the
welcome.
ice at 3 o’clock and the Church
• » •
final indoor meeting of the year.
School at 2 o'clock. The pastor
Honor
Court
will
be
held
and
the
The Church of Jesus Christ of
will preach on the subject. ‘‘God’s
Latter
Day Saints (Mormon) Scout Committee and the board of Great Son”. All members of the
review
will
also
meet.
Parents
holds
services every Sunday
parish are invited to support the
morning at 10 in the Grand Army and friends are cordially invited to service.
Hall on Limerock Street. Every be present. Prayer hour will be
• « *
held Tuesday at 7 p. m. in the
one is welcome.
Thc worship service in the Pratt
• • •
church. A business meeting of the
Memorial Methodist Church will
At the Uuniversalist Church the church members will be held on
be at 10.30. Anne Davis will play
Sunday morning service will be Tuesday following the prayer ser
“Lead Us, Our Father” by Sulli
held at 10.30 a. m. Rev. William vice. Adult Choir will rehearse
van, “Sunrise And Sunset" by
J. Robbins will preach on the at 8 p. m. on Tuesday. All Daily
Spross”, and "Festival March” by
topic “The Spiritual Leadership of Vacation Church School teachers
Smart. The junior choir will sing
Jesus”. Special music is to be and workers will meet on Wednestwo numbers and the Church
provided by James Wentworth, day at 7 p. m. at the Church,
School will hold its graduation
soloist and Vesta L. Orr. organist. j
* * *
exercises in the morning seivice.
On Monday Girl Scout Troops 9
At the Owls Head Baptist Church
The youth of the parish will con
and 19 meet at 3.30 and Boy Scout on Sunday: Worship at 8 45 er. m.;
duct the service. The members
Troop 20) at 7 p. m. Tuesday af- Church School at 10 a. m. Daily
of the Youth Fellowship will meet
ternoon and evening the Chapin Vacation School dates: June 24 to
at 5 o'clock for their meeting of
Class will enjoy a picnic meeting July 5.
worship, business and program.
and supper at the home of Mrs. I
» » ♦
The Boy Scouts of this church
Susie Davis, 2 Main street. I Children’s Day will be observed
will meet on Monday night for
Brownie Scout Troops 5 and 8 have at the First Baptist Church this
Scout training and demonstration
a regular session Thursday af- Sunday with a special program in
Harold Whitehill is the Scout
ternoon.
j the church auditorium at the 9.30
Visitors in the community and Sunday School hour. Each of the master. The Girl Scouts meet on
Ruth
all persons not otherwise affiliat- younger departments will partici- Monday aftrnoon at 4.30.
ed are extended a friendly wel- (pate and parents and friends are Rogers is the leader. The Baraca
invited. In the morning worship Class will meet on Wednesday
come to worship at this church.
• • •
service at 10.45 Rev. J. Charles night at 7.30 for a desert meeting
At the Congregational Church. MacDonald will take as his sermon at Laura Buswell’s. The desert
Rev. Charles R. Monteith. pastor. subject “Pentecost and the Chris will be followed by television and
Pentecost Sunday will be observed tian.” Because the church will a program of games. The senior
with a sermon by the pastor en join in the Bacalaureate Service choir will meet for rehearsal on
titled “The Church’s Birthright”. for the high school at the Com- Friday night at 7.30. C. Eugene
The "Teeners Choir” will present munity Building Sunday cvening, DeGroff will direct. The Church
an anthem under the direction of there will be no young people's School annual picnic will be held
Lewis Pendleton, with Mrs. How- meetings or evening service at the at the new Owls Head Beach on
ard E. Rollins, organist. Mrs. church. However, the Gospel 8tory Saturday, June 15. Cars will meet
Thomas Clingan will be in charge Hour broadcast will be heard at at the church at 10.30.
If any
, " of nursery care of small eht'drrn the regular.tlme of 7 30 p. m. over1 member of the pariah is willing to

Grade 8—Mrs. Bragdon
Over a 150 P«r*ons were present
at our recent Wide, Wide World
dlsPlay- The Junior Band played
several numbers and refreshments
were served. The parents had a
chance to visit the "World” that
their child lived in this year
through their social studies and
reading.
On behalf of the school we would
,llte to thank the American Legion
for the large flag that they gavs
to us. The American Legion Auxi
liary also has given to us a cot and
pillow to use whenever necessary,
and a room flag.
Carol Damon and Ann Gledhill
celebrated May birthdays.
Mrs. John Handy of Martinsville
has subscribed to the beautiful
Grade 4—Mrs. Ward
magazine, Arizona Highways for
For our part in “The Wide, Wide
| our school. Her thoughtfulness is
World" display, we displayed six
much appreciated.
units from our book, "Friends
Our thanks go to the PTA who
Near and Far”.
have faithfully helped with our hot
Deborah Simmons brought a
inuch program.
number of interesting items for our
We wish to thank Mrs. Haxel
display. The dolls and thc (small)
Hupper and Mrs. Mildred Hupper
stuffed aligator drew the most at
for the wonderful meal* they have
tention.
served at hot lunch this year.
Lorraine Stanley and Stephen
We would also like to thank the
Cook brought material for our
South Thomaston Lions Club for the
Indian
unit.
Sharon
Hupper
gift that they gave to our hot lunch
brought a necklace for the display.
program.
Grade 5—Mrs. Thorbjornson
The pupils with perfect atten
The birthdays for the month of dance for the school year have
May were: Deborah Cushman and been Eugene Bracy who has a perWayne Hilt.
feet attendance for four years, and
The following students participat- Ann Gledhill who had perfect ated in developing a unit of the fol- tendance for this year and Gary
low states: Henry Benner, New Rackliff who has had perfect atYork; Arlene Demmons, Tennes- tendance for three years,
see; Arthur Carter and Brenda ( So long for this year! Have a
Stanley, Texas; Deborah Cushman safe and happy vacation and to
and Mary Wilson, Washington, D. those on bicycles, obey traffic
C.; Leah Columbia and Rosemary signs and don’t try to show off.
Curtis, Michigan; Gary Davis, Until next season then, goodby.
Oregon; Mary Huntley, Vermont;
Your reporters, Palma Kilpinen
Alfred Leppanen, Virginia; Betty i and Susie Cook.

held Wednesday evening at the
Knox Hotel, Thomaston. Those ia
attendance were: Mr. and Mrs.
HELEN FALES
Stillman Havener, Mr. and Mrs.
Correspondent
Tel. TEmple 2-9954
Frank Conary, Mr. and
Mrs.
Everett Pender, Mr. and
Mrs.
The Pender Bible Class and the Paul Simmons, Mr. and
Mrs.
Truth Seekers annual banquet was Myron Simmons, Mr. and
Mrs.
Winfield Lash, Mr. and
Mrs.
furnish transportation, call George ' Charles
Sylvester, Mr.
and
Johnson at 1119-W. The Methodist Mrs. Kenneth Thompson. Mr. and
Camp is filling fast; so if you are Mrs. Leslie Burns, all of Friendplanning to send any member of shlP and Mr. and Mrs. George
your family, get your registration Cook of Ingrahams Hill.

Friendship

in at once. There is still room
for some age groups.
* • *
Thc completeness and perfec
tion of God's creation wifi be em
phasized at Christian Science serv
ices Sunday.
“God thc Only Cause and
Creator” will be the Lesson-Ser
mon topic. Bible selections to be
read include the following from
Jeremiah (51:10); “The Lord hath
brought forth our righteousness:
come, and let us declare in Zion
the work of the Lord our God.”
Readings from “Science and
Health with Key to the Scripturea"
by Mary Baker Eddy include the
following (275:17): “No wisdom is
wise but His wisdom; no truth is
true, no love is lovely, no life is
Life but the divine; no good is but
the good God bestows."
The Golden Text is from Revela
tion (4:11): “Thou art worthy. O
Lord, to receive glory and honour
and power: for thou hast created
all things, and for thy pleasure
they are and were created.”
Sunday services at 10.30 a. m.;
Sunday School at 10.30 a. m.;
Wednesday night service* at 7.30.

Miss Judith Armstrong will ar
rive this weekend to spend her va
cation with her mother before
starting her duties as teacher of
music in Newton, Mass.
Mrs. Barbara Kimball of Hope
was guest of Mrs. Rena Fales a
few days last week.
Varna Maxey is visiting her
aunt, Mrs. Everett Beggs of War
ren.
There will be a guest preacher
at the Advent Christian Church
next Sunday, Rev. Arthur C.
Squires of Rockland, will speak at
10.30 a. m on the subject, “The
Joy of Full Salvation”. His eve
ning topic will be “The Life in
Cairist”. Assistant superintendent
Russell Neal will direct the Sun
day School at 12 m. Pastor Pen
der and a delegation will attend
a county conference In Deer Isle,
that closes Sundaj- night. Tuesday
at 7.30 p. m. prayer and testimony
meeting. Eva Jane Simmons is
the leader for the Loyal Workers
service. The Woman's Homs and
Foreign Mission Society have •
work meeting scheduled for PY1day evening at the home of Mr*.
Douglas Lash.

Tu»»dav-Thurtdav-Saturday
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1 ning at the home of Mrs. Dorothy
Young of Camden with 12 mem
ROCKPORT
bers present.
Co-hostesses for
MRS. HERBERT CROCKETT j thc evening were Benny Bagley
Correspondent
and Francis Berry. Scotch aucTelephone CEdar 6-3592
I tion was enjoyed. Those present
= were Dorothy Crockett. Beatrice
The meeting of the Trytohelp Phillips.
Marlon Upham. Helena
Club has ben postponed because Kenney,
Muriel Welt, Beatrice
of the Junior High School Grad- Richards.
Doris Graffam, Elizauation which will be held that beth Daucett, Dorothy McPheters
night.
: and the hostesses.
Plans were
Recent overnight guest of Mr. mad« for their annual dinner
and
Mrs. Frederick Richards Party which will be held in the
was Mrs. Albert W. Tolman of
ot July 8th. The next meet' ing will be at the Rockport Boat
Quincy, Mass.
Guests Tuesday evening of Mr Club June 20th. Hostesses will be

UNION STUDENTS AND PARENTS

THOMASTON
News and Social Item*, Notice* tad Advertisements may be eeni
or telephoned to
MRS OBORGB NEWBERT HIGH ST TEL 1M-8

HONOR MRS. STARRETT AS SHE

ENDS 30 YEARS IN CLASSROOM

On Monday evening, June 10, ceived a gold seal for review WritGeneral Knox Chapter, Daughters Ing, daily work and the term
of the American Revolution, will papers, also a large gold seal with
entertain Lady Knox Chajpter at a blue ribbon attached, representthe Chapter House. Mrs. Ezra B. ing the highest achievement pos
White. State Regent, and possibly sible to attain for the year's work.
two State Committee Chairmen Miss O’Conner informed Mrs. Pris
■will attend this meeting.
Mrs. cilla Crockett, principal, that the
Ruth Rockwell, Chapter Chair Lura Libby School stands among
man of The Flag of The United the very highest in achievement
States of America Committee, attained among all schools in the
will dedicate the Chapter's new whole Rhinehart system. The home
flag. This meeting will be in ob- °ffice of that 9>’!,em ls ,n Wal‘
servance of Flag Day. Mrs. Rock- tham- Mass • and “ has supervis
or ell. Mrs. Marita Hawley, Mrs. °rs covering all of the New EngCharlotte Gray and Miss Anna i 'and States.

were Dorothy Lockett, Susie Ausplund
, and Lorraine Brown.
1 Guests Thursday of Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Crockett were Mrs.
LeRoy Tolman and Misses Mary
and Gladys Tolman of Rockville
Staff Sergeant Ralph Simonton
The Johnson Society met Wed
has
returned from
Hartford,
nesday afternoon at the home of
Conn., where he has been studying
Miss Marion Weidman.
ond is now back at Dow Air Force
The Methodist Church choir met
Base.
Tuesday evening at the home of
Mrs. Doris Bowers of Lincoln their choir director, Mrs. Amy
ville has bought the Donald Perry Miller.
place.
The Rockport Brownies met
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Tuesday afternoon after school at
Arthur Stone were Mr. and Mrs. the Elementary School Building
Edward Pinney, Jr., and family with 26 Brownies present and one
of Westfield. Mass.
leader, Mrs. Mildred Roberts. The
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Wads regular business meeting was
worth have moved to Elm Street held. Names were chosen to see
in Camden.
which girls will take special part
Carl Orcutt has returned to his in the Court of Awards. Then they
home after being a patient at the marched to the Baptist Church
Camden Community Hospital.
where they practiced their pro
Miss Marion Weidman and Mrs. gram. The next meeting will be
Georgie Walker motored Tuesday Tuesday. All Brownies who owe
to Bar Harbor.
for their back dues please bring
Mrs. Leslie Crowley and daugh- j „
the next mpeting.
ter Brenda Jane of Aberdeen.
Thp H0ckLr(Ort Thimble Club met
Maryland, are visiting her par- Tue3day at thp homp of Mrs
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Mervyn Fas- Evelyn Crockptt. Dinnpr

and

Mrs. Charles Carver

Mrs. Ella Russell of Rockland,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Pooley of
Camden and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Crockett and son Charlie.

Dillingham are the committee in
Church News
charge of arrangemnts.
Federated Church School Sunday
Capt. and Mrs. J. Edward Marks morning at 9 45. This is the final
left Friday for Ocean City, Md., to meeting as the Church School adattend the National State Police journs for the summer months.
Association meeting.
They plan Worship service at 11 o’clock with 1
to be away one week.
Rev. John A. Morrison bringing
Dr. and Mrs. Lester Adams the message. Services from this
have donated a piano to the Lura church are being broadcast over
Libby School.
radio station WKRD every Sun- j
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Risteen left day morning. A Children’s Day
Thursday for New York City where service will be held at 4 o’clock
they will be guests of Miss Ninina undpr thp direction of Mrs. Karl j
Comstock. They will meet their stetson, Church School superin
son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and tendent.
A Children's Baptism
Mrs. Arthur Paine and sons. Robbp hp.ld by Rpv Mr MorH. |
ert and Arthur, Jr., who will ar- son at tWg Ump TuPsday at 7 30
rive by boat from Panama. The thp Rpligious Education CommitSuperintendent of Union schools, Harold Wiggin, presents Mrs. Eva
Paines plan a short visit in Cali- {ee wi„ mept at thp home Qf j£)hn
Starrett with the gift of traveling bags during the Wednesday night
fornia before coming here for an „
, Egerton.
ceremony. Mrs. Starrett is retiring this year after 30 years of teach
extended stay.
ing, most of which time was spent in the Union grade school system.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lombard of
A speclal servlce “mmemoraA large group of parents and Hughes, Mr. and Mra. Weston
South Portland and Mr. and Mrs. tin* the 150th anniversary of the
Lawrence Bell and daughter. De- Maine Missionary Society will be friends gathered at Thompson Farrow, Philip Lonn, Mr. and Mrs.
bora, of Orono, are weekend guests be'd ab the °'d South Congrega- Memorial gymnasium Wednesday Harry Stewart, Mr. and Mrs. Har
of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Carroll.
tional Church at Hallowell at 4 evening for a twofold purpose: to old Webb. Mr. and Mrs. Walter
served at noon. The business
Rich. Mr. and Mrs. William Ro
Miss Karen Marks is a guest of' c cinch on Sunday, June 16. The
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Ray of mPeting was cailed to order by
enjoy a demonstration of music chon. Mrs. Maxine Heath and Mrs.
Miss Pamela Jackson for the next address will be given by Professor
. | by the first six grades under the Helen Cramer assembled on the Bath were supper guests Monday y,, prpsldpnt. Greetings were read
Mervin M. Deems of the Bangor
few days.
evening of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon from Mrg FlorencP Knight. The
supervision of Freeman Garniss, platform.
Ralph Starrett was
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Jameson Theological Seminary. The invitaThe birthdays of Mr. club will meet next Tuesday at
and to honor Mrs. Ralph Starrett, agked to brlng M„ starrett be. Kenney.
and daughter. JoAnne are leaving tion *'« extended to all interested
retiring after 30 years of service fore thp mlcropbone.
princjpal Ray and Mrs. Kenney were cele the home of Mrs. Ella Russell of
today for Trenton, N. J., where by Dr- Cornelius E. Clark of the
brated.
Lake Avenue, Roekiand.
After
as a teacher.
Ida Hughes presented her with a
they will meet their son, A/2c Ron- Maine Conference of CongregaThe Jolly Jokers met Tuesday the meeting, tea and cake were
At the opening of the program corsage from the pupils and tea
ald Jameson who is returfling to: tional Christian Churches,
all joined in singing the Star chers of the elementary grades evening at the home of Mrs. Mil served by the hostess.
the states for a 30 day leave after, Communion and Comflrmation
dred Easton of Rockland. Plans
Spangled Banner.
Mr. Rochon,
Harbor Light Chapter Meets
spending the past 11 months ,n service at 10 o'clock at the Holy, p,.inci , of Union High School, and welcomed her as guest of hon were made fo rtheir annual sumHarbor Light Chapter. OES,
Cartwright. Labrador. After his Trinity Lutheran Church Sunday , actpd as master of cprpmonie9 or. Her words of appreciation mer dinner which will be held the
leave he will be stationed at Madi- morning with Rev. W. I. Yloncn and introduCed Mr. Garniss. Af- and love were concluded by read week of June 17th. The meeting met Tupsday evening at the Ma
ing a letter from a former super
sonic Hall where the regular meet
next week will be omitted.
son,
sc.
| and Rev. Niilo Suhonen in charge ter some introductory remarks
intendent, Frank Rowe. In turn
ing was held.
Worthy Matron
Mr. and Mrs James Dana and of jbp service. Finnish service at
There
were
23
pre-school
chilabout the music program in the Philip Lonn, representing the
children of Lexington, Mass., are 7 30 with Rev Mr Suhonpn bringdren
at
thc
third
clinic
which
waa
Mar
«?aret
Wood
gave
a report on
school, Mr. Garniss presented school board, Harold Webb, presi
her trip to the Grand Chapter.
spending the weekend with his par- ing thp messagP. Wednesday eveheld
Wednesday
at
thc
Elemen

Mrs. Cramer’s firs tgrade grup. dent of the Parent-Teachers As
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dana.
nlng at 7 ;{0 „ membershlip mect
Past Matron Lillian Simonton «sTheir first selection was “An sociation, Barbara Rich, secretary tary School building. Dr. Harry
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Collins and jng
bp hp]d a( thp chu,.ph to
dante" and each child had rhythm of thc Alumni Association and Wil Tounge was assisted b.v Mrs. Jane sisted b>' Past Matron Dorothy
daughters, Linda and Nancy, of makp plana for thf, Junp and Ju)y
Upham, installed Mrs. Jan^ Wa
band instruments. Other numbers liam Rochon, principal of Union Hallowell and the Public Health
Beverley, Mass., are spending a I
.
terman as Martha. June Merri
*
church services and activities.
were “Dambourinc”, “Counting High School, expressed deep ap Nurse, Ada Ames. They were as
week with her parents, Mr. and1
field and Lillian Simonton will
Mrs. Alfred Starr.
, Sundav Schoo‘ at ,h<? BapH* Out” and a spring song about a preciation for her years of service sisted by Helena Kenney. Dorothy
Hamalainen and Elizabeth Simon serve as conductress and asso
The boys of the Baptist Youth! Church Sunday nao, ninK at 9.45 Robin.
Mr. Rochon read a testimonial
ciate conductress at the school of
Peggy Stewart, fifth grade letter from a former student ton.
Fellowship will hold a candy sale folkw<d by service of worship at
The
Rockport
High
School
instruction for District No. 11
in front of Donaldson's paper store |
Children's Day program will pupil gave a piano solo, “Bird- Annie Rhodes Ross. Superinten
which will be held in Rockland at
Alumni
Association
will
have
their
ling's
Serenade
”
.
Mrs.
Starrett
’
s
Saturday at 1 o'clock.
i be givpn by the Sunday School.
dent Harold Wiggin praised Mrs.
the Masonic Temple Monday at
annual
meeting
and
banquet
Fri

The Firemen's Auxiliary will j Members of BYF will attend the second grade then gave “The Starrett’s work and contribution
10 a. m. Worthy Matron Margaret
day
evening,
June
14.
at
6.30
p.
m.
Journey
of
the
Leaves
”
,
“
Song
of
hold a supper meeting Monday | Cushing BYF service with the
to thc community and presented
Wood will serve as guest candi
night at the fire station at 7.30 I church bus leaving from thc Praise”, "Patter Go the Nuts on her with two lovely pieces of lug at the Elementary School Build
date. The chapter has received
Election of officers will be held, j church at 5.30. Evening service a Frosty Morning", “In Winter gage, plus a purse of money from ing. Thc class of 1907 or earlier
General Knox Chapter, DAR,| at 7 o’clock.
Thursday evening when the Fields are White”, and friends, students, teachers, and and the class of 1932 will be 1 an inv>tation from Beach Chap
The senior class of ter in Lincolnville to attend their
will meet Monday evening at 7.30 prayer and praise service at 7 a spring song about a bluebird.
alumni. Mrs. Starrett responded, recognized.
1957 will be their honored guest. birthdaY
Wednesday
evening.
Mr.
Garniss
next
presented
at the Chapter House. Mrs. Ezra ] o’clock followed by a trustee^
expressing her gratitude and hap
The speakers for the evening will June 19' and reception honoring
Mary Hardie, fifth grade pupil, piness.
White of Waterville, State Regent, ■ meeting and choir rehearsal,
be announced later.
i ,he w°rthy S''and matron and anwill speak. Lady Knox ChapMass will be celebrated at St. and Lorraine Messer, fourth grade
"June Caprice' a piano duet by
Thc name of Kathy Hawkins j othel' officer Saturday. June 29,
pupil
in
a
flute
duet
“
When
ter, DAR, of Rockland have been James’ Catholic Church Sunday
Sally Wentworth and Catherine
was in advertently omitted from at Kora Temple in Lewiston. The
Johnny Comes Marching Home”.
invited to attend. Hosteases for morning at 9 o'clock.
Guyette was given as the musicial
the names of the members of the last regular meeting before the
Mrs.
Merry's
third
grade
sang
the evening will be Mrs. Ruth j Morning prayer service at St.
program was resumed.
Mrs.
Rockwell, Mrs. Charlotte Gray. John's Episcopal Church Sunday ''H“n8a"an ^°lk „?°"g
' S’°'t Health's grade five gave a rendi- play of the Junior High School •’ummer recess will be June 18.
> Refreshments of coffee anti doughMrs. Lillian Dornan, Mrs. Marita morning at 7.45 followed by Holy L,lttIe Donkey ,
Old Polks at tion of the Twenty-Third Psalm, Graduation
Home",
and
"Cradle
Song".
The
Second
Adult
Polio
Clinic
i nuU 'wre served aftcr the mect'
Hawley, Miss Leila Clark and Miss Communion at 8. Sunday School
with Mary Hardie playing the
will be held June 28 at the Ele-' ing'
Scveral of the officers reA trombone solo "Abide With
Anna Dillingham.
at 10.30.
obligate on her flute.
“The
Me"
and “Long, Long Ago" '•by
asxv
.
o„u
’J
_
...
,
AAAVIAVdl
\
Obi
mentary
School Building. Dr. mained to rehearse.
Girl Scout Troop 4 held a picnic
Sunday School at the Assembly _..
,,
. ..
.. Pledge ’ and The Duet were also ..
Harry Toung e will be assisted by
Junior High Graduation
meeting Thursday at the home of, of God Church Sunday morning at Diane Messer of the seventh given’
Mrs. Jane Hallowell.
Those in I Rockport Junior High Gradua
Mrs. Ralph Jackson. Weenies were 10 o'clock followed by the service grade was given before Mrs. Lud
Bruce Hilt, grade four, and Timroasted and games played. Attend- of worship at 11 o’clock.
Rev. wig's fourth grade gave their se onthy Trask, grade five, played a charge are Mrs. Helena Kenney, tion will he held Mcnday at 7.30
ing were: Rita Harper. Diane Gup- Robert Dickinson, pastor. Christ lections, “Ol’ Brass Wagon”, trumpet duet, “Battle Hymn of Shirley Barbour and Mrs. Bernice p. m. at the Rockiport Town Hail.
till, Sandra Taylor, Linda Sevon, Ambassador Young People meet “Swedish Lullaby”, “The Alpha- the Republic”. The last numbers Crockett.
The following program will be
Carol Gillis. Pamela Jackson and at 6 o’clock followed by the eve- 1,11 and ^ben ‘be 'as‘ two verses
The Women’s Society of Chris presented: March of thc Gradin song were given by grade six.
Beverly Jacobs.
ning service at 7.
Wednesday of “America” were sung by thia “Fairest Lord Jesus”, "Down in tian Service met Wednesday eve-1 uates; Invocation, Rev. Carl VV.
group .
June 4th marked the last visit evening service at 7.30.
the Valley” and “ O Worship the
At this point Superintendent and
of the writing supervisor. Miss
King". The last number was ac
,
'
Mrs.
Harold
Wiggin,
Principal
Ida
Margaret O'Conner, in the Thom
9th .STRAIGHT SEASON
companied by Arthur Nnsbct. sax
aston schools. At that time each tenants Harbor
ophone and Lee Saucier, clarinet.
Thursday evening representing the
STOCK CAR RACES
room at thc Lura Libby School reThe first appearance of the
MRS HENRY ALT.BIN
Class of ’92.
Corr e « non d on t
school band was welcomed heart
UNITY RACEWAY
Mr. and Mrs. John Kulju, Jr.,
Telephone M
ily. Three numbers, "On a Hike",
and children are occupying the
WOCKLANCk
“Sunset Waltz" and "Pals on
Sunday, June 9th - 2.30 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Torrey and Torrey house on Watts avenue,
Parade" were given. Mr. Garniss
son have moved to Keene, N. H.
spoke of the six weeks summer
GENERAL ADMISSION 90c
KIDDIES FREE
The home and wood lot belong
program of instrumental music
ing to the late Mrs. Etta Wall has
and exhibited the new alto horn
WANTED AT ONCE - 100 CARS AND DRIVERS
LAST TIME SATURDAY
been sold to a Norwood, Mass.,
puchased from proceeds from the
FRIDAY.
ONE
SHOW
AT
7.15
STOCK AND BOMBERS
BING CROSBY, GRACK KELLY party.
Finnish-American dance.
SATIRDAY AT 2.00-6.30-8.30
FRANK SINATRA
69’lt
Mrs. Gustie Kellogg attended the
SCNDAY AT 3.00-7.15
The audience then expressed
"HIGH SOCIETY"
alumni meeting and banquet held
their thoughts of appreciation to
and
The Land Was Rig . . . But
at the Masonic Hall, Thomaston,
Mrs. Starrett individually by meet
Not That Rig That a Bullet
H *
PHONE 406
W
"INDESTRUCTIBLE MAN"
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
ing her in a receiving line formed
Couldn't Cut It Down To Size
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
by
platform
guests.
SUNDAY: 3.00 to 16.45
Alan Ladd - Virginia Mayo
DANCING TONIGHT
MONDAY: 6.46 and 8.45
"THE BIG LAND"
The only kick some people get
LAKEHURST
with EDMUND O BRIEN
out of life comes from behind.
MADE
AWAY
DAMARISCOTTA

DRIVE-IN

Camden Theatre

KNOX
SHE

Watch For Our Summer
Schedule—Starting Soon

Lloyd Rafnell and His Orchestra
69-54 tf

68-69

8.30 - 12.00

//'

TOP GUN //
FOUR DAYS—

LINCOLNVILLE (ENTER

TERRIFIC TWIN TERROR
SHOW—

Every Saturday

''KRONOS" and "SHE-DEVIL'

8.30 — 12.60

— First lxical Showing —
Take the Family To

OLD AND NEW DANCES

The Drive-In — Children

Music by the Rythmaires

Under 12 FREE

Sb

n twa «- f

them to save

RE-OPENING

The Clteeckofeti

DANCING
BREEZEMERE

Now he had to use

GEORGE

Admission 50c
24-S-tf

COMING WEDNESDAY FOR

HIS GUNS...

her lifel

— DANCE —
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
Spruce Head Community Hall
Plus
STERLING HAYDEN
With a Lightning Fast Draw
And a Lethal Gun
in

History proves higher education
demonstrates that the more we
know the less we believe.

HIM PUT

Ginduawtnauj^

DAMARISCOTTA

ANN ROBINSON ■ STEVE BRODIE

TUES.-JUNE Uth
68-70

’’’I

A Ptsrleu Productions, inc. Presantstiss
Peluscd thru UNITEO AXTISTS

’0

ENDS SATURDAY
2.00-6.404.45

"REVOLT AT PORT LARAMIE" -

Ir

CiUr

Small; song by the class; two
act play, "Battle of the Budget",
those taking part are: Linda Turn
er, Linda Jane Barrows, Richard
Sims, James Graffam, William,
Barbour, Martha Saiminen and
Keith Crockett, Jr.; song, "The
Lord's Prayer”, Judy Johnson,
Larry Jackson and James Graf
fam; presentation of medals and
remarks by Principal Frederick
Richards; Class Ode and bene
diction. The music was directed
by Mrs. Iva Cooper, music super
visor of the Rockport Schools
The teacher is Mrs. Wesley Bar
ter.

Owls Head

MRS FRANCIS DYER
Correspondent
Telephone 285-M3
Owls Head Grange will hold its
regular meeting Tuesday night,
June 11, at the Grange Hall at 8
p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Maitland Swimm
have built a cottage near Birch
Point.
Mrs. Earl Wales of Amherst,
Mass., was the holiday weekend
guest of her son and daughter-inlaw, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Wales.
Emery Chillman who spent the
Girl Scout Activities
winter in St. Petersburg, Fla., is
The Rockport Girl Scouts met at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Wednesday evening with their Avard Walker.
leaders, Dorothy Bradford, Marge j Miss Bertha Smith, who has
Hanna and Una Ames. The reg been at the home of Capt. and
ular business meeting was held Mrs. James Farrell since Septem
with President Arleigh Berry in ber left on Monday for Saugus,
charge. Under new business the Mass., called by the illness of her
girls discussed badge work to be niece, Mrs. Helen Stanley.
Mrs. A’bert MaePhail, Sr., has
completed and a trip to the fish
freezing plant, especially for the' returned from several days visit
girls working on their food badge.' in Stoneham, Mass., getting ac
Other Girl Scouts interested may quainted with her new grandson,
join them. The cookie money j born May 22, the second child of
must be turned in as soon as pos Mr. and Mrs. Robert Heinlein.
Mrs. T. R. Smith of Presque
sible. The Fly Up Gills with their
leader, Mrs. Mildred Roberts, ’ Isle was a recent guest at the
visited this meeting for the fourth home of Mr. and Mrs. Ellery Nel
time with the troop that they will son. On return she was accom
soon join.
Linda Whitney and panied by Mrs. Nelson for a visit
Karen Larrabee taught them the of several days. Mrs. Nelson re
Girl Scout handshake. The next turning on Tuesday accompanied
meeting will be Wednesday, June by her mother-in-law, Mrs. Mar
garet Nelson who will visit with
12.
The Fly Up Girls met Wednes Nelsons for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin McNeilly
day after school at the home of
their leader, Mrs. Mildred Rob and children of Melrose, MaA.,
erts. Rosemary Barrows. Methyl are occupying a cottage at Nor
Dietz. Sharon Watts. Sharon Rob- cross Point for the summer.
Graduation exercises for the 7th
erts, Joy Rhodes and Marjorie
Hyssong put their Fly Up Books and 8th grades will be held at the
together and have now completed Central School Tuesday night,
their Tenderfoot work. They will June 11, at 7.30 p. m. School will
Fly Up at the Court of Awards close Thursday, June 13 for the
which will be held in the near l summer recess.
Miss Beryl Borgerson, local
future. These girls will enter the
Rockport Girl Scout Troop at in ' civil defense director, attended the
Medical Symposium in the Nurs
termediate Girl Scouts.
ing Aspects of Civil Defense held
at the U. S. Naval Hospital,
Obituary
Portsmouth. N. H., on June 3 and
Hhen niuKuig out your will r^- 4 Miss Borgerson. R. N., attend
uieinber your church and your ed as a representative from Knox
'him pi tai.
! County.
Mr. and Mrs. Rocco Ferrera
MKS. ROSE M. FRENCH
were completely surprised Satur
Mrs. Rose M. French, 79, widow day night when a group of friends
of Sanborn French of Waldoboro, and neighbors dropped in to help
died at the funreal services for them celebrate their 25th wedding
her late husband which were held anniversary.
The couple were
Wednesday from the Waltz Fun married June 2. 1932 in Needham,
eral Home. Waldoboro.
Mass., Mrs. Ferrera is the former
Mrs. French was born at Bre Christina Schumacher of Portland.
men. Aug. 22, 1877, the daughter Mrs. Ferrera was presented a
of Flores and Ada Waltz Wellman. money corsage and the couple re
She had resided in Waldoboro for ceived several nice gifts. Miss
thc past 17 years.
Christina Ferrera, the couple's
She ' was affiliated with thc daughter, was assisted with the
Methodist Church in Waldoboro.
party arrangements by Mrs. Mar
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs. garet Knowlton. Assisting in Ber
Arvin C. M. French, Holyoke, ing the buffet lunch were Mrs.
Mass.; one grandson, Maj. How Arnold McConchie, Mrs. Elmer
ard L. Norwood, Holloman AFB, Ames, Miss Mary Bird and Miss
New Mexico; and on great grand Marion Knowlton.
The beauti
daughter.
fully decorated anniversary cake
Funeral services will be held was made by Miss Judy Knowlton.
Saturday at 2.30 p. m. from the
Waltz Funeral Home, with Rev.
Philip Palmer of the Methodist
Church, Waldoboro, officiating.
SEA HORSES
FOR DEPENDABILITY
Interment will be in the German
Protestant Cemetery, Waldoboro.

Johnson

BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY
Read The Courier-Gazette

ROCKLAND

COMING SOON
BY POP! LAR DEMAND

THE FABULOUS

BUZZ MESSNER TRIO
Featuring Buzz On the Hammond Organ

Rainbow Room of the
THORNDIKE HOTEL
69-71

SHOMI

SUN.-MON.-TUES.-WED.

Sunday: Continuous from 3.66
Daily: Mat. 1.30 — Eve. 6.45-8.66

TWO GIANT FEATURES
■tfjf sevens F/^3rGf^Ar^
Cs^yPSoAt<^pu./
-<^^coX«tarrin|

JOHNNY DESMOND)
MERRY ANDERS
MEG MYLES
PAUL LANGTON
JOEL GREY
THE1RENIRS
THETARRIERS
TNE HI LO'S
MAYA ANGELOU

j

»

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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shot may also receive them at this
aldoboro
STARTS SUNDAY AT THE STRAND
time.
Dr. Richard Waterman, Auxiliary in Rockland Wednesday EAST
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
Miss Mary Sawyer of Glouces
WARREN
with Mrs. Esther Long, health evening. During the meeting Mrs.
ter. Mass., visited at his sisters,
MISS DORIS HYLER
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
nurse, will be in attendance. Minnie Smith was installed into
Telephone CTestS’ortTMttl office! Membet» of the Health Council on
“>is being her first time Mrs. Russell McLeod. Jr.
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Jameson. I
Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 home , dutV wil1 be Josephine Moody, with the auxiliary this year, havHERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Sr., of Camden called at J. O.
_________ | Beatrice Parent, Jean Laukka and ing
„ been
------ ....ill. Past Captain and
Advertisement* In this column not to exceed three lines inserted
once for SO cents, three times, one dollar. Additional line* 10 cent*
Eleanor Ames.
Past President's Night was obj
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Miller and
The second in the series of three
for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
served, there being 14 of these
Mrs.
Robert
Solie
and
daughters
words to a line.
children called on Mr. and Mrs.
pre-school clinics will be held at
Pamela and Joan Marie of Janes past officers present. Gifts were
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called, 1. e„ advertisement*
Norman Miller in Thomaston
10 a. m. Tuesday. June 11 at the
presented
by
Mrs.
Leona
Pierpont,
which require the answer* to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office
ville. Wis.. arrived Friday for a
Thursday and on the Robert W’idAuxiliary Hall. School children
for handling, cost 26 cent* additional.
three weeks visit with her parents. vice president.
decombe’s in Rockland Sunday.
A name should appear on all classified ada to secure best result*.
who have not had their third polio
Mi and Mrs. Dana Smith, Sr.
Mrs. Martha Merve has arrived
Those with phone or street number* only are not advised.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Mank were
Mrs. Clara Leach. Mrs. Edna Bom New York to stay at her cot- in Port Clyde Thursday.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
REAL ESTATE
No classified «ds will be accepted without the cash and no book
Moore, Miss Doris Hyler and Mrs. tage on Georges River for the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilson of
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
Hildred
Gammon attended the summer.
PERHAPS WE CAN HELP YOU
Washington, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
ALL MUST BE PAID FOB
WITH YO’R REAL ESTATE
At the Second Congregational Black. Sr., were recent callers at
a* received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular
PROBLEMS
Church Sunday morning, church Joseph Glaude's.
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
If
you
wish
to
acquire
or
sell
Line.
-------- — .
---J. O. Jameson. Mr. and Mrs.
property of any size. o- n-tur
SEAHORSE^
.a any part of Knox County it may
COTTAGES
Arnold Achorn and Mrs. Michael
row DEPENDabihtv*
pay you well to talk it over with
'
Mitchell motored to Methuen.
us.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
Cottage for sale at Lermond's Mass.. Tuesday where they attendAUSTIN D. NELSON & CO.
Furnished and winterized.
BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY Pond.
licensed Beal Estate B'akers
A 1862 Maine Map for sale.! ELEC. Stove for sale; also,
Hardwood floors.
Three rooms ed the funeral services for Mrs.
ROCKLAND
Post Pffice Box 561
also, old sheet music, books. I Bendix washer and dining room
and sunporch. Beautiful view. Asenath Nicholson, widow of Ar
63 Park Street
buttons, lamps, clocks, drop leaf set, good cond.
CALL 1629 or
Float and wharf included. Priced thur Nicholson. She was a fre
Tel. 928
for quick sale. Tel. 677 or STate quent visitor at the Nicholson
tables, chairs, etc., antique and 708.
69*71
Singer Johnny Desmond heads the star-studded cast of Columbia
BOATS
&
MOTORS
Boeklund,
Maine
5-2201 after 6 p. m. CANDAGE
second-hand furniture. QUARRY
Pictures’ “Calypso Heat Wave,” the romance ’n’ rhythm musical which
UPRIGHT Piano for s-le: a’ ->
home
here.
69-70
VIEW TRADING PCST, 36 Old [ gas refrig., crib, high chair, cream
starts Sunday at the Strand Theatre.
NEW Lap-strake, 14 Foot Dory ____________ ________________ 69 71
Mrs. Annie Miller, Mr. and
County Road. Rockland, Tel. I separator, mittress.s bed, . pa
Skiff for sale; also. 71-. H P. out
Tenants Harbor
1894.
67-69 lor stoves (oill. and m:sc. furn'
board motor.
TEL. TE-P”’*' 2
New 4 rm. cottage with hath to Mrs. Earle Miller visited Mr. and Union, Arthur Bean and family of Mrs. Frank Boggs and family,
HOUSE, COTTAGE LOTS
5232.
68'70 let, all mod. j?onv. Vacancv June Mrs. Burleight Mank. North Wal
1956 PLYMOUTH Savoy 2 dr. ture. GOLDSCHMIDT. Tel. West
Rockland. Mrs. Keith Fuller and Tuesday.
69*71
29 through July 20. TRUE HALL doboro Sunday.
AND ESTATES
sedan for sale, low mileage, excel, Appleton 11-13.
children of Appleton were at their
Mr. and Mrs. Sebra Crooker of
Tel.
Tenants
Haibor
17-2.
69*74
cond.
TEL. CEdar 6-3361 eve
(ALL TYPES OF
William L. Smith of South Port
15 GAL. Elec. Hot Water Heat
TO LET
parents.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lloyd
Damariscotta
were recent guesta
nings and Sunday.
68*70 er for sale; also, gas stove, bath
BEAL ESTATE LISTINGS)
COTTAGE TO PENT
land, Mrs. Albert Wall and sor
I of Mrs. Grace Johnson.
FIVE Room Apt. to l»t. A'u'ts
CARL
Available August 17-29. $65 per Ronald of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. Bean recently.
1949 BLACK Pontiac, 2 dr. forj tub- flush and lavatory,
TRUE HALL
on'v. No nets. CAUL BCRGFR- week.
Ocean frontage.
2 bed
sale, RAH. good cond. Price r a- j BORGERSON. 100 Park Street.
Miss Glenys Miller was at home
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cloutier
Real Estate Broker
69*71
SON. 100 Park Street.
69*71 rooms, living room with fireplace E. A. Flanders. Mr. and Mrs. Le
sonable.
138 RANKIN STREET.
land Orff. Harold and Miss June from Gorham tor
^ay and TOn Hal1 of Kittery were
Tel. 122-J.
68*70
FIX Roc-m Apt. o-i Georges modern kitchen, hot and cold run
HALL'S IGA MARKET
1948 PONTIAC for sale, good
Mrs. wepkend’
Miss Rita Wotton of weekend gueata of her parents,
R ver Terrace, Warren, to let. ning water, electric range and re Flanders of Waldoboro,
Reasonable. Inquire
at TEL. 17-2 TENANTS HARBOR
ELECTROLUX Vacuum Cl an- cond.
frigerator. Private sandy beach Emily Waldron daughter and Dutch Neek wae a Thursday ni«ht Mr and Mr8’ Alton Peasc
k/chen.
pantry,
dinirg
room,
liv

69
&
71
534
OLD
COUNTY
ROAD.
Tel.
er for sale, used only once. Rea
in,-- room, 3 bedrooms and bath, 1 .and outside fireplace and boat granddaughter of Fairfield called ffues1’ TheY went t0 Rockla”d
Mrs Julia Harwood Drury of
69*71
sonable.
ANNA KNIGHT,
25 417.
concrete cellar with furnace, large Apply MR. AND MRS. A. J. WILFriday and called on Mrs. Statie Winthroy, Mass., and her mother,
Florence Street.
68-70 Venetian Blinds-Windnw Shades
68*70 on Mrs. Florence Flanders.
On Route 1: 6 cabins overlook veranda, lawn, beautiful view. 5 SOX. Svruut' Head.
Lawry in Thomaston. Miss Miller Mrs. Elizabeth Harwood of Hope,
Made To Fit Your Windows
ing Penobscot Bay for sale. Sale minutes from stores, churches and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Munroe.
DRY Slabwood and Birch Edg
CAMP to let. furnished. $80 per
All Styles and Colors
incl. owner’s cottage a-d a" the e-bools.
ings for sale, sawed stove lengths.
LEE WALKER. Tel. year on Spruce Head Road. Witte Mr. and Mrs. Harold Black, Jr., was a Saturday night guest of visited Mrs. Grace Johnson Wedequipment. Price $9,060. SECURI CRestwood 3-2178. Warren. 69-74 R. K„ c/o THE COURIERFree Estimates — Call
nesday.
VICTOR C. GRINDLE, 56 New
were Saturday guests of Mr. and Miss Helen Sukeforth in Slagio.
TY REAL ESTATE CO., Dorothy
Tel. 939
County Road, Tel. 1318.
67*669
67-69
FURN. 5 Rm. S'r.-gle House wi’h GAZETTE.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Scott visited
Mrs. E’.win S. Mank was honored
Mrs.
J
Glaude.
Dietz. Office across from Vil’age bath to let. all or. one floor. A'l
UNITED HOME SUPPLY OO.
COTTAGE to let June .1 to July
1950 PLYMOUTH Suburban S.a 579-569 Main St. Rockland Maine Gi-een. Camden.
Sgt. and Mrs. Raymond Trank, i his brother. Melrose Scott in at a >tork shower at the home of
Phone CEdar electric kitchen, incl. wash r.
Wgn. for sale. R&H, dir. lights,
Mr. and Mrs. Ehvin Mank. Sr., on
69-lt drier, stove, refrig. and hot water 5. at Lermond's Por.d. Ideal for of Fitchburg. Mass.. Mr and Mrs. | Togus Thursday.
136-S-K 6 2117 or 6 3977
children. BILL CUMMINGS. Te’
good
mechanical cond.
TEL
VERY Pleasant Home for sale. h“ater. Also automatic heat and 24 .
Edward
Bean
and
two
children
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Nicholson
Sunday’ Many lovely gifts were
67-459
KODAK 35 mm Projector with 8 rooms, l'i baths. 3 car garage.
TEmple 2-9980.
66-71
received. A delicious lunch was
girage.
Referpnc-s
reouir-d.
carrying case for sale, $20. Tel Verv large lot.
were
holiday
weekend
guests
of
MODERN
Housekeeping
Cot

83 LIMEROCK V.'-i’e A. C., c o THE COURIERSILVERTONE Table Radio for THOMASTON 8.
served by the hostess. Miss Gloria
68-70 STREET. Tel. 431-W.
tage
to
rent.
On
seashore
with
school
is
at
9.30
a.
m.
Worship
Mrs.
Annie
Mank.
69-71 GAZETTE.
sale, good cond. Inquire 89A
69-tf
boat.
FRED
BATTY,
South service at 10.30 a. m. Rev. Curtis j Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Achorn Mank. Mr. and Mrs. Mank will
FOR fl-st Quality paint at low
PARK STREET, second floor.
FOR SALE
FURNISHED Apt. to let. al’ Thomaston, Tel. 647 W4.
69*71 Cady Busby will use for his ser- and house guest from Canada s00n be leaving for New Jersey
__________ __ 68*70 prices, try Burgess and Fcbes
8 room house, all improvements, modern, three rooms and bath.
HOUSE Trailer for sale. V. E. na'nt; deck enamel, $5 50 gal.; aluminum windows and doors. In adults only. Call at 100 UNION „F’,RX ’ Rm Cottage at Spruce mon topic, "A Tree Grows in , were callers on Mr. and Mrs. where he has a fine position. He
g-p-^t-pT pitv
69*71 ’-"ad to ,td- Sleeps 7.
Private
receives his Master’s Degree at
REED, West Meadow Road. Tel. outside white No. 15. $6.50 gal. city. $9300.
j Arnold Achorn one evening.
. , ?,
’-------- 17—7---------- i beach. TEL. 954-WI.
68*70 Babylon”.
2 apt. house with large barn on
1544-M.
67*70 Silk Olux interior paint, glcss,
1 Husson College this next week.
AIT. to let. partly furn, at 81 i—______----- ------------ -------------------------- $5.40 gal.; semi-gloss, $4.80 gal.;
The
Ladies
’
Circle
will
meet
1
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
Jenkins.
outskirts of city. $4C0O.
C ,-scent
Street.
References.
COTTAGE to let. 6 bedrooms.
SAWED Slabwood for sale, by
$4 20 gal. Go'd Boni ceiling
Mrs. Gpace Johnson recently
Duplex with 5 and 6 rooms, all
Thursday followed by a six o’clock! twin Sons. Larry and Barrie of
cord or foot, delivered. Also, paint. $3.50 gal. Thinners’ brushes. modern, extra laig lot in city. FLORENCE LANE. Tel. 4C8-W1, ! f>ath. elec, stove, completely furn.
visited Mrs. Olive Noyes in Hope.
Boothbay
Haibor.
after
5
p
m
j
C>wls
Head
Harbor.
Available
supper.
Supper
committee
is
Warren
were
Sunday
supper
hardwood and fireplace wood a’l your pain’ing needs. We also
, $12,000.
Professor and Mrs. Myron Files
69 71 i last three weeks of August. Tel. Mrs. Boynton Maxey. Mra. Joseph’ guests of Mr. and Mrs. Earle Milsawed to order
TEL. 391-R.
have Everseal aluminum win2 lovely summer cottages on
FOR KENT
2X5 W2 or 1753' MRS PAUL SEA Teague.' Mrs. Dana Smith. Jr.. Her.
, were *iven a going away party at
69*71 dows.
Choose your wallpaiper I fr,-sh water with boats and floats.
HOSPITAL Bed.- Folding Whc-■ VEY«6-tf Mrs. Nestor Salomaki, Mrs. Rofrom our books, 10<% on all paint , Well established business with
Miss Sharon Burnham of the the ICOF Hal1 Tuesday evening,
and wallaper. We appreciate your property in city. This is a good Chairs. Tel. 939 UNITED HOME
land Starrett.
North Waldoboro road was a
**as so'd b‘s bomp ,0 Massabusiness. EDDIE ROBBINS. Paint buy.
SUPPLY CO.. 579-589 Main St..
WANTED
FOR SALE
At the Baptist Church, worship' weekend guest of her grandpar- chus(’tts parties and will be movand Wallpaper Store. Main Street,
HARTLEY 8. SAVAGE
Rock’and, Maine.
12-S-tf
ing to Duxbury. Mass., in the near
Thomaston.
68-70
Wright Power Saw, Comb. Gas
Bicycle I service is at 10 a. m. Church | ents. Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Scott.
SMALL Size Girl’s
Real Estate Broker
F’VE Rm. and Bath Unfurn.
and Oil Stove, Used White
The townspeople regret
TEL. 1089 M2
PLANTS for sale, cau'.iflo'-er.
49 ti Willow Street
69 711 School at 11.10 a. m. The child-! Mr. and Mrs. Otto Bowden of futurpe nt loc. In- wanted.
Upstairs
A-t.
to
le!
Stoves with Oil Burners, Black
cabbage, broccoli, tomatoes, flow
Tel. 1046
GAS Side-arm Heater for hot ren's Day Concert will be at 7 p. Hallowell. Mr. and Mrs. Albert *os’nS these fine residents.
quit 89A PARK STREET, s cond
Stoves with Burners, Wood
er seedlings and Russell Lupin.
69-71 ft',O'
______
68*70 water tank wanted. TEL. 6“6-W m.
Shuman of Feyler’s Corner were fessor FUes
for >'earsHeaters.
STILES FARM. Route 1, Rock
69*71
FOR SALE
THREE Rm. I'nfurn. A t. with
The Fireside Class will meet Thursday callers at O. H. Bow- stiuctor at Tufts College.
port .
68’ f
Rockland- -6 room hous in food | tth to k t on first fl >
AN All-Around Man who can ,
, , __
, __
_
____
C< ntraJ
HAROLD B. KALER
1950 CHEV. Panel % ton truck | condition. 3 bedrooms, full bath | }.,
do car entry
wanted
Steady Friday. June 14. with Mr. and dens Mr. and Mrs. Emery SimTel. THOMASTON 104.
WASHINGTON, ME. TEL. 5-25
for sale, new engine, A-l cond. ! with shower, gas hot water heat-|
69-71 Mrs. Emery Simmons in Camden mons of Canada were Sunday cal- MONHEGAN
68-70 work. TEL. 1285.
66-tf
ROY ESTES. Tel. 492.
60-tf j PPi forc ’d het air beat oil li ed
NEAT. Middle Aged Woman for a picnic supper. They will be lers.
FIVE Rm. Furn. Hous
with
Mr. and Mrs. George Farnham
“ 1954 PLYMOUTH Station Wagon Taxes $80. Will GI with $125 ; ba’h and garage to let a’ 5 F’or- wanted for parlor maid at ?AM- assisted by Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Mrs. Sadie Glaude. Mrs. Camil of Jeffery. N. H., have arrived for
1954 FORD Skyliner for sale. for sale, one owner, exc. cond. down.
O^'ET
H^TEL.
Good
wages.
! en -e Street.
BESSIE FRENCH
la Glaude and daughter,. Sheila the summer.
Wyllie.
28.000 miles, good cond., $’365. Tel. ROCKLAND 853-W1.
Rockland 8 room house in cen Tri. 405-W.
67 69
63 79 Sumni- r job. Apply in person.
and Juanita called on Mr. and
RAY FOG< West Meadow Road. I —EEEC stovenSrg^STTrSdTtton tral location.
Good condition.! —
Miss Dolly Underhill of DeHby.
6M0
I R Rm. Unfurn. Apt. and
64*69 for sale, $15. AlICE FREEMAN, New paint, combination window?. ,
Mrs.
Riehrd Glaude ln Cushing N. H.. arrived Tuesday at her cot
SFPVICFS
Mnin Street, Tingle Car Garage wanted
hot water heat oil fired. Will GI ' ha,h to lct at
•53 BUICK RIVIERA for sale. West Meadow Road., Tel. 559 W
Sunday evening.
Thomaston Has stove connect’on from June 18 to Sept. 15. Length
tage on the Lobster Cove Road.
FOB
R&H, Dynaflcw, W. W. Tires, ex ______ ___________ __________ 67-69 with $’70 down. $8530.
of cm 203.4 inches. Owner will
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Flanders of
TEL.
1051-R.
_
68-tf
Mrs. Etta Richards of Portland
Rockland—Large house in good
QUAIJTV HOI’FU P4I'TING
tra clean.
See at MONUMENT
be
at
North
Haven.
Address:
Complete Stock of
Newcastle. Mrs. Grethel Sukeforth is spending the summer at her
FIVE Rm. Partly Furn. Apt. te
general condition centrally loca
INSIDE AND OUT
R.
D.
FAY.
177
Coolidge
Hi
’
l.
SQUARE, Camden.
Tel. CEdar
GAS AND ARC
of Slaigo visited Mrs. LaForest home here. She was accompanied
ted with extra lot of land. This le*; also. 4 rm. unfurn. apt. 18 Cambridge 28. Mass.
CALL
68-70
6-3179 or 6-2732.
57-tf
WELDING SUPPLIES
could be a two family house. Hot HOLMES STREET. Tel. 1351-R.
UUARENCE HOOPER
Mank
and family recently.
HOUSEKEEPER wanted for one
home by her daughter. Mrs.
SPECIAL
67*69
Morris Gordon & Son
water heat oil fired. Will GI with
Tel. 1573-4
Miss Sandra Turner was a week Leila Libby, and son, Charles
alone, to live in. Call 163-M.
Aluminum Combination Windows
55-tf $180 down. $90C0.
For Flee Estimates
~ FURN Apt. to let, 3 rms.. full
EDNA
PAYSON.
68-tf
Extruded welded corners (Alcoa
Rockland- Duplex centrally lo bath and shower, cont. hot wat r.
68-tf end guest of Miss Gladys Miller.
FOR SALE
Field. They returned to Portland
Aluminum), $19.95. KENNISTON
WILL Board Small Boy of
Edwin Mank. Edward Matson Tuesday.
One 5 H. P. Eclipse Air Cooled cated. 7 rooms with bath on each Adults only. TEL. 1241-M after 5
DO you want your house paint
BROS., Call Rockland 1430-W or Motor, $25.
side,
$7350.
Will GI with $!50 p. m.
66-tf school age through summer va ed? Call 1570-R. Top Quality and Ronald Bowers called at Mil
Mr. and Mrs. John Sheddon have
CRestwood 4-2686.
55-tf
cation. Call THOMASTON 76.
One Mark 20 Mercury, like new, down.
Work. Brush and spray paintirs lard Manks in Farmingdale Sun
FURN. and Unfurn Apts to let
been in Thomaston several days,
Rockland—North End, two apt. Adu‘ts. Inquire in person at 11 ______________________________ 67-69 1 Free estim ites Ph ase cal! after
NEW Forced Air Oil Heating $250.
day.
WILL Board Children at my i 6 p. m. EDDIE ROBBINS, Paint
called by the serious illness of
Systems installed complete, also,
One Striped Planked Runabout, house with bath u,p and dewn. JAMES STREET
108-tf
The Social Club Is celebrating Mrs. Sheddon’s sister. Miss Ida
Four rooms each. Will GI with
cast iron furnaces for other fuels. $125.
home. 14 HOIAIES STREET. Tel. ing Contractor, Buttermilk L ne
-"HEATED
4
Room
"and"
Bath"
Apt
.
68-70 its 50th anniversary and inviting Proper.
Nothing down, 36 mos. terms. We
One Cedar Strip Old Town, 14 $180 down.
1351-R.
67*69
Rockland — Duplex with five to let, elec, range and refrig., nc
call. Write today. SUPERIOR ft., like new, $175.
LAWN Mowers Ground precis- all former members to attend
GARAGE
wanted.
Teacher
needs
other
furniture.
Plenty
H&C
wa

Mike Nelson has arrived and is
HEATING CO., 351 Sherwood
One 12 Ft. Plywood Car Top. 4’i rooms one side full bath, th ee
586 MAIN S”RE^T car storage June 23 Si pt 3 while ion job. Quick service. Clippers ' Thursday afternoon. June 13 with opening the family cottage for thc
Street, Portland.
59*75 ft. beam, wt., 125-133 lbs. Mahog rooms and flush on other side. ter free.
scissors,
knives
sharpened.
BILI
on North Haven. LYFORD BEV
, Mrs. Eunice Bean. South Warren. rummer.
New Good location. Will GI with $140 over Carr’s Store. T» I. 25-W. 66-tf ERIDGE. 84 Lee Road, Scarsdale, BLACK, 427 Old Countv Road.
MAN’S Sport Coat, size 38, grey, any tramson and frame.
down. $6900.
THREE Rm Furnished Apt. to New York.
Hardware fumi ihed.
65*70
for sale; also, boy's coat, size $225.
67-69
Tom and Helen Miller and son
We have several listings in all let. bath, gas stove, elec, refrig.
One new 14 Ft. Cedar Strip. 5
6X, with cap; girl’s coat and hat,
BUTLER'S REPAIR SHOP
LOBSTERS WANTED?
TOP
“Skipper” of Watertown. Mass.,
price ranges both in and out of
6X, with cap. All in first class ft. beam, brass fastened mahog Rockland. Will be glad to show F. G. PRIEST. 109 Park Street. PRICES
West App!eton
Gas and Electric Welding
PAID
FOR
GOOD
are at the Island Inn for the sum
Tel. 1024.
__________ _65-t_f
shape. CALL 66.
63-tf any transon and finish, open boat them dav or night.
Forge Work
STOCK. REGAL I.OBSTER 40.
mer.
MRS.
GRACE
H.
JOHNSON
for the fisherman and will da
—rESIRABLE ’ 5 Rm. Up tairs PHONE ROCKLAND 1705.
Old County Road
COUSENS REALTY
Correspondent
about 30 miles per hour with a 16
Unfurn., Heated Apt. with bath
Miss Dorothy Beattie of Toron
Thomaston, Maine
66-tf
James
S.
Cousens
H. P. motor. Designed for rough
FOR SALE
and h&c water at 17 MASONIC
63*74 ---------------------------------------------------- to, Canada, a: rived this week and
licensed
Real
Estate
Broker
WAITRESS
wanted.
Ai-ply
in
water. $495. Hardsvare furaish d.
STREET to let. Rtf. req. 68-70
50 M. Pine Boards, 20 air
BUILDING Construction and ReMr and Mrs. Clarence R Me has opened her cottage for the
170 Maverick Street
person. HUMPTY-DUMPTY.
These boats and motors may be
dried.
Also Hemlock 2x4,
Aeross
from
Golf
Course
64tf modeling; also inside finish and I and Mr. and Mrs. Herman Ben summer.
financed.
2 x 6, 2 x 8 and Hemlock Boards.
Tel. 1538 or 1625
cabinet work wanted. WILLIAM nett of West Bethel were recent
HAROLD M. WILIJA.MS
TYPIST and Bcokk' eper wint- LEHTINEN,
Mr. and Mrs. Demarest of New
Hurd wood 2 inch Plank, sold
Long
Cove,
St , visitors in tc*.vn, calling on old
69-lt
FOR RENT
Union, Maine
ed.
Write
D.
K„
c/o
THE
COUR

York City and Florida have
delivered, or at my mill at
George. Tel. Tenants Harbor 11-3
DUPLEX House for sale. Loca
67*69
IER-GAZETTE.
61-tf
friends and neighbors.
Washington, Maine.
opened their summer home and
BEAGLE Pups for sale. RICH ted in nice neighborhood, eco At 57 Gleason St., Thomaston
Mrs. Richird Studholm and son have as house guest. Miss Caro
nomical
to
heat.
Will
GI.
S
o"
”
n
HAROLD B. KALER
CARPENTER AND BUILDER
ARD FREEMAN. West Meadow
Six Rooms, Flush and Water.
of China visited with her daughter. line Smith of Elmira. N. Y.
by appointment only. TEL. *589
STROUT REALTY
WASHINGTON, ME. TEL. 5-25
Road, Te-I. 559-W.___________ 67 69 R.
68-70
Now being renovated. Land for
ARVO 6. SALO
66-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Partridge of Bos
CROCHETED Baby Sets for
SIX Room House for sale wflth Garden* Rent $32.50 Monthly
Wanted: Property Listings
Experienced Carpenter and Builder
sale, $2; also, ruffled doilies, $1.
LOST AND FOUND ton spent the weekend at their
Beferall conveniences. N w floor fur Payable in advance.
TEL. ROCKLAND 141-R
Have inquiry for hunting camp
LOAM for sale. Delivered only. ALICE FREEMAN, West Meadow nace and roof.
enees required, (’an be seen,
cottage and will return later for
Asking $7500.
Road, Tel. 559-W.
67*69 BETTY F. McINTCSH. Church
Open For Any Type of Work
TWO Beagle Pups lost. 5 mos.
NEIL RUSSELL, Tel. 1544-W.
men now working.
and for small farm with
the summer.
ESTIMATES
FREE
:
old.
black
with
white
markings.
53*
tl
)»
NINE Piece Wa'nut Dining Street, Rockport, Tel. CEdar 6Mrs. Myra Ome is in Rockland
43-45-S-tf HUGH SMITH
West Meadow
or
without
buildings.
Room
Set
for
sale.
MRS.
GEORGE
SPECIAL OFFER!
3968 .
68-70
HAROLD B. KALER
69*71 for several days.
CHIMNEYS Topped and Butted Road.
*20 Trade-in on $89.95 Special De FRISBEE, Thomaston, Tel. 252
FOR SALE
WASHINGTON.
ME.
TEL.
5-25
C. MURRAY BIRD
67*69
Out. Repaired. Cemented. Water
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Davis
luxe Fully Equipped Lightweight 11.
(New modern home, all on one
66-tf
6 BERKELEY ST.
TEL. 53-4
Bicycles. Large selection of bal
proofed. Receivers clean out MISCELLANEOUS have returned from two weeks
SPECIAL!
SPECIAL!
floor.
Two
bedrooms.
hath,
65-tf
loon and middlewcights. Light
doors. chimney caps. Bashing in
LEACH’S Beagles for sale, $35 glassed porch, garage and garden.
spent in Tenants Harbor moving
___ _ _________
RELIABLE Medium, full readweights start at $41.95. HASKELL pups for $20, new litter of beauti $9500. Should go GI with low down
stalled and cellar walls
cemented
TWO 3 Rm. Unfurn. Apts, to let,
and
waterproofed.
ALFRED
ing.
Send
birth
date,
10
questions'.
tbc'r houeeho.d goods They have
AND CORTHELL, Camden Maine. ful black blanket AKC Reg. payment.
2nd floor. Adults only. Ref. re
MASON work wanted, chimneys
------$2.06. MRS. E. MERITHEW. 838 ; sold th?ir home ’’Harbor View” to
50-tf Beagle Pups ready to go June 4th,
fireplaces. cellar floors.
block NICKLES, Mason. Tel. 969-M.
Country home with attractive quired. 45 TALBOT AVENUE.
65-tf Cypress Avenue, Ukiah. Califor-1 Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Link of
55*57-tf foundations, also asphalt roofs
USED Oil Ranges for sale, white another litter apiprox. July 4th. buildings. Some acreage extend
_______
_ 4 _____
67*72 Webster Groves. Mo., who will
porcelain oil and elec comb., gas CHARLES W. LEACH, East War ing to pond. Should go GI with
HEATED
Room____
and________
Shower and general carpentering. ALLAWN Mowers Sharpened, a!sv nia’
WELL: WELL! WELL!
and oii comb. A. C. McLOON CD, ren.
66*71 about $i50 down payment. Price Apartment to let. electric kitchen FRED NICKLES. Mason, Tel. scissors,
knives,
chisels
and
take possession this month and
$6000.
Tei 1310
14S-tf
If it is water you need, write
range and refrigerator; no other
P. O. Box 493.________ 23-tf planer blades; and welding and
HARD FROZEN
will make it their permanent
Four rooms and one-half bath furnjture.
Plenty hot and cold
WANTED
d
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale, reg
brazing. BERT'S MACHINE R. W. DRINKWATER. Well Drill
MANUFACTURED ICE
on first floor.
r°°mS>ooj!k water free. $9 week. 4 RANKIN
Used Cars For
ular $10.95 for $6 95
NORTH
SHOP, 11 Bayview Square, Tel ing Contractor, P. O. Box 135, home.
BIXM’K AND CRUSHED
new bath on second floor. $8S00 STREET, over Carr’s Wallpaper
E/-2TLAND
TRADING
POST,
Betty Ebert and friend, Miss
MIDTOWN MOTORS. INC.
1383-W.
40-tf Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment
Save time and dollars at our
plan also available, no down pay Cox, spent a few days at the
Thomaston.
1-tf plant, conveniently located on Should go GI with low down pay and Paint Center. Tel. 25-W. 66-tf 290 Main Street, Rockland. Maine!
WILL GO ANYWHERE!
ment.
Member of New
PIPE FOR SALE
Route One in Warren.
For inside or outside painting. ment
_ , necessary.
.
, _T
Ebert cottage this week.
Exceptional home in central lo ~UPSTAIRS 4 Rm. Unfur'nTApt? |_______________________ _______
Black and galvanized. All sizes Northeast Ice is Cleaner, Haider, cation.
PASTRY Cook wanted, must be also paper hanging. Call FRANK England and National Association
Large living room with and bath to let, partly heated
DDTrV'r'C'
TT>
*T’V,„ best of work
l-fl
low prices. BICKNELL MFG. CO., Better and Costs less too.
with
hot
water.
TEL.
541.
56-tf
good
Apply
THORNDIKE
BRIDGES,
JR.
The
fireplace. Modern bath and kit
Lime Street.
1-tf
SAW Filing and Tool Grinding Advertlse ln The Courier-Gsutetts.
Get our Ice Prices.
Tel. Rockland
FIVE Room Apt. to let, all mod- HOTE1- Rockland.
56-tt fully guaranteed.
chen. Three bedrooms. Two car
39
tl
promptly
done. All work guaranBABY Parakeets for sale, full NORTHEAST ICE CO., WAR’tEN garage. $12,000.
DON’T Discard Your Old or; 1624-R.
ern improvements. Inquire 6 TAL
eed. R. F. and D. R EATON Tei. Synopsis of the Annual Statement
line of parakeet foods and mineral
PHONE — CRESTWOOD 4-2WI0
Atti active five room home ■with BOT AVENUE, Tel. 1285.
FREE INSPECTION
47-tf Antique Furniture. Call H. JOHN
361-W. Rockland.
106-tf, Of
CRAFTSMAN
INSURANCE
health grit. GRACE’S GARDENS,
66-tf double living room and modern
SEPTIC Tank and Cesspool
FURNISHED Heated and Un NEWMAN for restoring and re
Fly Northeast Airlines, cooaee- COMPANY. Boston, in the State
Mrs. Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker
kitchen, central heat, large lot. heated Apts, to let. V. F. Studley finishing. 48 Masonic Street, Tel cleaned and repaired, reasonable.
Street, Thomaston. Tel 374
I-tf
$7200.
1106-M.
1-tf Free estimate. 24 hour service. 1<"«
made
f®r
•»
O"
REAL ESTATE
33-tf I GIFFORDS. Rockland, Mu. KLtf « December 1956 made to the InGOOD USED CABS
See F. H. WOOD. Court House. Broadway. Tel. 1234, or 77 Park
W’E BUY Scrap Iron, Metals, Tel. ROCKLAND 8680
Street,
Tel.
8060.
29-tf
---------------------------------------------------sun
eenvie
vsuwe
surance
Department
of
the
State
We finance our own cars. No UNION Village 6 room house
68-69
Rags and Batteries.
PAINTING and Paperhanging CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS of Maine Assets: Bonds. $1,537,FIVE Room Unfurnished Up
finance or interest charge. MUN
HOUSE for sale: Seven rooms
MORRIS GORDON and SON
and bath for sale, small stable,
inside and outside work. All work Cleaned, repaired and installed 80B.25; Stocks, $288 886.00; Cash
stairs Apt. to rent TEL 541 2-tf
SEY
AUTO SALES, 131 North
and
bath.
About
4
acres
of
land.
Inland Street
Rockland guaranteed. Will furnish material Automatic
cleaning equipment, and Bank Deposits, $230,852.24:
Main Street.
16-tf automatic oil heat, town water, Good location at intersection of
about 5 acres. Price reasonable.
laoti Work accepted any place. AL Free Inspection and estimates. Agents Balances or Uncollected
Reason for selling: transfppred. Route 1 and Old County Road. In
BERT BROWN. Tel. 451-R.
SANT SEPTIC SERVICE, locally Premiums, $243,751.78; Other AsWrite H. A. HODGKINS. Lisbon. quire 2 MEADOW ROAD, Thom
Have your chimneys cleaned.
owned and operated. Tel. Camden aeto. $11,622.38; Total Assets
FOR
LEASE
EXPERT APPRAISAL
67-69
Clayt Bitler
Maine.
66-71 aston.
_________________ ;____________ 17-tf i CEdar 6-UBW_________________ TMf $2.3:'2,717.65.
Liabilities, Surplus
FINE Suburban Building Site
Of Antiques and
LITTLE R HOFFSES
.and Oth. r Fund.-: Reserve for
Completely
New,
Modern
Wants Ta Sea Yaa About
for sale, about four acres of
Building Contractors
Losses, $707,375.00: Reserve for
KJAatcsltnlfl f«AAi(c
nuubenoto vuoua
cleared land on Dodges Ridge in
Tel. 178 11
Loss Adjustment Expenses, $28HtADQUMITtRS FOR
Cousens' Realty
GULF
SERVICE
STATION
Goodyear
Tires
Rockville.
Call
RALPH
W.
50
High
Street.
Thomaston.
Maine
295.00; Reserve for Unearned
Valuation of large or small
BROWN
after
4.30
p.
m.,
Tel.
Kitchen-Bathroom
Tile
A
Linoleum
Business Opportunities
Premiums, $379,558.88; Reserve
estates given in a prompt con
Camden Street, Rockland, Me.
135-tf
GENUINE
PARTS
Rockland 1136-WL________ 52*54-tf
Foundations - Chimneys
for Taxes, $110,780.00; Ail Other
fidential manner at a nominal
Cottages,, lots and Dwellings
Remodeling
A
House-Build
era
W.
Paul
Seavey
Liabilities. $123,831.78; Total Lia
fee. Will properly advise or
ATTRACTIVE Lots at Bellevue
PAINTING and Paperhanging.
179 MAVERICK STREET
FACTORY APPROVE 0 SERVICE
Free Estimates
bilities. $1,352,623.64. Capital Paid
handle disposition of goods If
Shores for sale. Unexcelled ocean
TEL. ROCKLAND 1371
aside and out. all work positively
119-tf
so desired. Write or phone
Up or Statutory Deposit, >400.view. $500 up- Special lew price
,-uaraoteed. Will furnish material.
JlUiUlO, DI
Tel. 1538 or 1625
FASUa sstta.
Between 8 A. M. and 5 P. M.
000.00; Unassigned Funds (SurTwenty-four Hour Phots Servin blocks to builders or Investors.
Vork accepted Warren to Camden.
W. 1 FRENCH
Tat
788
68 Park St.
After 5 P. M.. 235-M2
plua). $580.08«.0i; Surplus as R».
Shown by appointment only. Write
Across From Golf Course
Sstlmates free.
VAN B. RUS- lee. Ask for It at your local store
HIGH ST.
CAMDEN, ME.
•ard* FsHoytmldssu. $980,8M.H;
ar ut GDTORO’S, ■sahtaa8, He.
to BOX C. R., c/o The Courler4ELL.
Phone
878-11,
Pout
Office
18-BOU-tf
153-tf
67-tf
I Tot*!, $3,311,717.6#.
«$*•«
Gazette.
ltt
Box TU, RookUad.
»-tt

W
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Mrs. John Thompson has rcturnMrs. Lawrence 0 1**11 has re
turned home from the Ma.ne de from a visit with her son and
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Medical Center in Portland.
Gordon Thompson in Boxford,
Mrs. June Ellis is a surgical Mass.
patient at Knox Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Soycheck
The Coastmen’s Club held a and daughter Anne are spending
meeting Wednesday night at the the week with Mrs. Soycheck's
Farnrworth Museum. Movies were parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph U.
shown and a barrel of food award Clark. Broadway.
|
ed to Arthur Caron of South Main
Street. A special parents’ n ght
Past Presidents and Past Cap
will be held June 27. The club1 tains night was observed by the
has recessed until the second Canton Lafayette Auxiliary at
Tuesday in September. Refresh their monthly meeting Wednesday
ments were served at the close o( night at the IOOF Hall. A supper
the meeting.
under the chairmanship of Mrs.
Leona Pierpont and Mrs. Esther
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Edwards Keating was served and 13 past
are now at their Crescent Beach presidents and past captains were
cottage for the summer months.
welcomed and presented gifts.
During the business meeting. Mrs.
Mrs. William Robbins was elect
Keating gave a report of the Coun
ed president of the AUW Wednes
cil Session held in Old Town on
day night at the annual picnic held
May 31 and June 1, also a report
at Birch Point Lodge in Owls
of the International Presidents
Head with Mrs. Elizabeth Seavey
visit in Bangor was given by Mrs.
and Mrs. Nellie Reed as hostesses.
Laona Pierpont.
Plans
were
Other new officers, elected for the
made for a social get together at
coming year were Miss Alice
the Albert MacPhail’s at a later
Fuller as secretary and Mrs.
date. Miss Ruth Rogers was ap
Kathleen Fuller as treasurer. A
pointed refreshments chairman ot
planning board will be formed,
the July 3 meeting.
comprised of two members each
from the Chapin Class, Tonian
Mrs. Gordon Thompson is a sur
Circle, Fireside Fellowship and
gical patient at the Glover Hos
the Church at large. It was voted
pital in Needham, Mass.
to make a donation toward the
purchase of choir robes also to
The Kalloch Class of the First
aid the church for necessary ex
Baptist Church were supper guests
pense. Forty-five members and
Thursday evening of the Oppor
guests enjoyed a picnic supper
tunity Class held at the church
preceding the meeting and a
with 47 in attendance. Rev. and
social time following.
Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald and
of
members
were
Ten members of Beta Sigma Phi husbands
met at Mrs. Robert Hudson’s Ma special guests. Program chair
sonic street home Thursday even man, Mrs. Helen Pinkham pre
ing. Mrs. Russell Abbott, chair sented a fine program consisting
man of the program committee of a piano duet by Mrs. Nellie
reported the dates and hostesses Magune and Mrs. Lillian Joyce,
for the coming year had been a solo by Mrs. Chole Mills and
planned and members had their jokes by Mrs. Anna Brazier.
choice of cultural programs. Meet Group games were enjoyed at the
ings will be held on the second close of the meeting.
and fourth Thursday of each
month. Final plans were made
for those planning to attend the
New England Convention of Beta
Sigma Phi at Sebasco Estates in
Bath on June 15-16. Orders were
taken for stars for the Beta Sigma
Phil charm bracelets. The cultural
program for the evening. “Music’s
Influence On Our Lives”, was prsented by Mrs. Harold Look, Jr.
An
Informative discussion of
music in our every day lives was
followed by a flute solo by Mrs.
Look, accompanied by Mrs. Hud
son. The group enjoyed dinner
music during the social hour that
followed with refreshments served
by the hostess. The last meeting
of the season will be June 20 at
the home of Mrs. James Farrell
in Owls Head. The new commit
tee’s will give reports at this time
and installation of officers will be
held.
The cultural program.
‘‘Making an Art Of Living” will be
presented by Mrs. Farrell and
Mrs. Douglas Curtis.
Social Items, parties, weddings,
guests, all personal news for the
Oourler-Gazette may
be tele
phoned to Mrs. Margaret Winchen
baugh, Tel. 76, Rockland, or
left at her home, 161 Limerock
•treet.
tf

Rockland Emblem Club held a
combined business and social
meeting at the Elk's Home
Thursday night. Donations weremade to the Crippled Children
Fund and Mrs. Ann Moran ap
pointed chairman assisted by Mrs.
Mildred Dugan and Mrs. Eliza
beth Kaler to assist with Red
Cross projects for the Togus Vet
eran’s Hospital and the Augusta
State Hospital.
Announcements
were made of the State Associa
tion of Emblem Clubs meeting in
Portland at the Elk's Home on
Sunday at 2 p. m.; a budget meet
ing at thc home of Mrs. Constance
MacFhail on June 19 with all offi
cers requested to attend and the
State
Convention of Emblem
Clubs wil! be held at the Marshall
House at York Harbor on Saturday
June 22 commencing at 9 a. m. A
successful white elephant auction
was held at the close of the busi
ness meeting with Mrs. Naomi
Farrar as auctioneer and refresh
ments were served by hospitality
chairman, Mrs. Doris Moores as
sisted by Mrs. Marguerite Brewer.
A lovely birthday cake represent
ing the June birthdays of Mrs.
Dorothy Noyes. Mrs. Helen Hof
fses and Mrs. Amy Thompson
was served.

clean hot

water»«_
must!^-\

The Daughters of St. Bernard's
held their annual spring banquet
and election of officers Thursday
night at the Thorndike Hot, 1 with
Mrs. Jeanne Weymouth as general
chairman. Following the dinner
which 33 members attended. Mrs.
Helen Lawrence was named as
president for the ensuing year;
Mrs. Mary Duff, vice president;
Mrs. Frances Gallant, secretary;
Mrs. Beatrice Gherardi, treasurer
and Mrs. Gertrude Crowley, chap
lain. The door prize was awarded
Mrs. Josephine Rapose at thc
close of the evening.

Loomis School

Camden Lions Ask

Graduate To

Funds To Finish

Study At Colby

Erskine Home

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Candage
of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., are
spending the month of June at
their cottage at South Hope.

The Odds awd Ends of the Con
gregational Church held their
spring banquet, Thursday night
at Green Gables Inn in Camden
with Mrs. Doris Sleeper and Mrs.
Olive Smith as general chairmen.
Cleverly designed favors were
made by Miss Madeline Philbrick
and Mrs. Norma Schofield for the
occasion. They adjourned to the
Talbot avenue home of Mrs.
Sleeper for a shoit business meet
ing where plans were made for a
summer picnic on June 27 at the
cottage of Mrs. Sybil Orne. Wa
termans Beach. A social hour
followed.

Joseph Adams

Joseph Adams, son of Mr. and
Mrs. George J. Adams of Wind
sor. Conn., and Fost Hill Road,
Owls
Head.
graduated from
Loomis School in Windsor Friday.
A member of the track and
football teams at the school, he
holds letters in both sports.
He will continue his studies at
Colby College in September.
Both parents are on the staff
of Loomis School, the father as
an instructor and the mother, thc
former Winifred
Coughlin
of
Rockland, the school librarian.
Both are Rockland natives and
Mrs. Adams was for several
years librarian at the Rockland
Public Library.

The Ca-Co Club of the First Bap
tist Church enjoyed an evening of
sports Thursday at the Camden
YMCA and then a snack at
"Yorkie's. Attending were: Clif
ton. Ross, Charlotte Cook, Elain:
and Sylvia Harjula, Richard Von
Dohlen, Robert Merriam, Flora
and Lucille Jackson, Jean Adolph
Mrs. June Clancy was honored
sen, Robert Crie and Carol E’wall.
on her birthday Wednesday even-1
The group plans various activities
for the summer and invites col ing at the home of Mrs. Mabel
lege-age young people to join Bowiey on Traverse street. A
cook-out was much enjoyed and
them.
a beautifully decorated birthday
Theta Rho Girls held a regular cake made by Mrs. Ruth Pendlemeeting Thursday night at the ton was presented the honored
IOOF Hall to discuss various guest who also received many
methods of raising funds for the lovely gifts from those attending
coming year. Each girl will have who were Mrs. Louise Crozier,
ready one suggestion for the next Mrs. Leona Whitehill, Mrs. Doro
meeting on June 19. Reports of thy Crie. Mrs. Clara Payson, Mrs.
the State Assembly in Fai-mington Edith Hallowell. Mrs. Ruth Pen
were given by the girls who at dleton, Miss Julia Payson, Mrs.
tended the assembly and tentative Bowiey and Mrs. Clancy.

plans for the two summer meet
ings.
“Pioneering With Christ" Ls the
theme of the Daily Vacation Bible
School to be held at the First
Bantist Church June 17 to 26. Pre
schoolers. age four through kindcgarten, will take "First Steps
With Jesus”, under the leadership
of Mrs. Douglass Mil's, depart
ment superintendent. Children nowcompleting first, second, and third
grades, will
go "Adventuring
With Christ”, led by Miss Char
lotte
Cook,
primary superin
tendent. Mrs. Kenneth Corry will
lead the juniors “On The Trail
With Christ”, for boys and girls
now in the fourth and flfth grades.
Young people in junior h gh, osentering next year, will learn of
“Pioneers of Faith” and will have
Mrs. Albert Mills, Jr., as depart
ment superintendent. All boys
and girls of these age groups are
welcome to start on this “pioneer
trail" at the church at 9 a. m. on
Monday morning. June 17. Ses
sions will last until 11.33 each
morning.

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Edwards.
Cedar stieet quietly observed
their 40th wedding anniversary
Thursday night with a family din
ner party at the Thorndike Hotel.
They were presented a gift from
the family and a beautifully de
corated anniversary cake made
by George Andrus also numerous
cards. Mr. and Mrs. Edwards
were married on June 6, 1917 in
Rockland by Rev. J. H. Newton.
They have four children, Mrs.
Guy Nicholas and Howard Ed
wards, both of Rockland, Edwin,
Jr., of Bedford, Pa., and Mrs.
John Stevens of Forestville Conn.

Court of Awards for Brownie
Troop 5 was held Thursday after
noon at the Universalist Church.
The program opened with the
Lord's Prayer, lead by Mrs.
Arlene Reid, leader, flag ceremony
and Brownie Promise followed by
the Troop song. Assistant Lead
er Mrs. Lois Teel read thc years
review.
The program climaxed
with each Brownie pinning a Scout
paper doll to her spot on the
world map and presenting the doll
and flag, she had hand made, to
Don't forget Newbeits Restau
represent the Brownies of that
rant is new open Sundays, serving country and reciting on activities
dinner and supper.
69-lt of Scouts in that part of the world.
Awards of World Pins and first
year stars were presented to;
Jackie Miller, Anita Taylor, Jill
Harris,
Katherine
Legonegro,
Sandra McMahon, Patricia Le
Blanc,
Carlene
Walker, Ann
Brackett, Frances Staples, Carla
Reed, Jackie Joyce, and Elaine
Teel. Anita Taylor is being trans
ferred to Massachusetts and
Fully Automatic
Jackie Joyce to Rockport.
We
will miss them.
Mrs. Madlene
and Guaranteed
Jackson, Council president, was
special guest. Parents were also
for 10 Years
present.
Refreshments
were
served by Mrs. Legonegro and
Mrs. McMahon.

The Price Is Right
JUNE SPECIALS

30 gal.

Permaglas

GAS WATER
HEATER.. oniy$89*95

TV SERVICE

PER MO.

& lg

Permaglas
TM CLASS-LINED WATER HEATER
RROVED IT OVER T.OM.OM FAMILIES

Only Permaglas gives you the
one fully prosed glass-lined

JUNE
$24.75
DOWN PAYMENT

SPECIAL

$239.95

$9.76
PER MONTH

tank ...easy-to-adjust EYIHI
temperature control . . . fuel*

saving HEETWALL design..]
stunning aqua-and-copper
styling. There’s a Permaglas
lor every borne, every budget.
Terms, gf coarse!
UTTER MASS—LONGER UFE

Fred Perkins of

REV. AND MRS. HOWARD A. WELCH

Educational Club

Warren On Staff

WILL RETURN TO THIS CITY

Has Made

A. C. McLOON & CO.
515 MAIN ST.

TEL. 1510
ROCKLAND, ME,
YOUR UTILITY GAS DEALER

On June

Of Peyton Place

Welch,

1, Rev. Howard

formerly

of

A.

Rockland

8

IN ALBUMS
*
IS EXP ftftr — IB EXP HOr
to EXP si.00 — 36 EXP SI.7S
— COLOR DEVELOPED —
• - It - 16 EXP KOLIeH tl.eO
20 EXP KOLLM SI.Ml
30 EXP ROLLS S2JM)
Pleane Brink With Cola Or Cheek

concerning tlie Education Club
before thc public.
As graduation approaches this
will mark the 11th anniversary of
the Mary Perry Rich scholarship
of the Educational Club.
Thc award which started with
$80 and has grown to $300 makes
a total of $2,685 that has been paid
to the students of the High School.
To the teachers of the High
School and the PTA’s, I am mak
ing an appeal to help further this
project.
The Club needs new member*
and anyone can help by joining it.
The dues arc not excessive, being
only 50 cents a year.
This club is an educational,
social and literary organization.
It has very fine speakers and fine
programs.
•
For this reason, I think all of
the citizens of thia community
should do everything for this
cause.
M.v usefulness in this club Is a
thing of the past, if it ever existed,
but my interest in it still continues
so please do everything that can
be done to help, as it may be one
of the scholars who needs the
award,
Carolyn M. Sleeper.

Camden Rotarians

Hear Farmer

From India
Virendra Singh of India, was
the speaker at the meeting of Ro
tary Club of Camden, Tuesday in
the Congregational Parish House.
This meeting was the annual meet
ing at which the members of the
graduating class of the Camden
H gh School conduct the entire
program. The club was pleased
to have 16 members of this class
as guests.
Rotarian Jason Westerfield in
troduced the speaker, who is a
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Clark of Union and is in Maine
under the International Farm
Youth Exchange. Mr. Singh, who
speaks excellent English gave an
interesting picture of life on his
farm of 599 acres in India.
His Religion, Hinduism, its supersitions, labor rites, food and
mony other items were covered
in the most instructive talk which
was followed by a question period.

A CURE FOR
SPRING
EXPENSES

get *25 to *1500 in 1 DAY
A sure-cure for expenses from Auto Repairs •
Tires • Paint e House Repairs e Clothing e or
any other seasonal expense, plus unpaid bills. You’ll
find a sensible plan for any desire or emergency.

or^NB

LIFE INSURANCE AT NO ADDITIONAL COST THROUGH
JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL UFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Treat Your Home To
With regular meter readings

Top Performance

Isharp, dear TV Image*; statlcJfree radio reeeption . . . these
[watching and listening pleasure*
lure yonr* when yon rely on n*
[for prompt, efficient service
Jiind repair*.

you are billed in easy-lo-pay

Sove time — phone before coming in.
in ROCXIANO:

small amounts. No large out

lay for a whole tank full of

359 Main Street

gas. You pay only for the gas

S*csn4

FIm,

you use—after you use it.

Richards
|Radio - Television
THOMASTON
kDay Phone 151-2 . Nights, 151-3
131-S-tf

Through the columns of your
paper, I wish to bring a few facts

_

ENLARGED
EX-JIMBO PRINTS

39-tf

SALES and SERVICE

Editor of ’The Courier-Gazette:-

Films Developed

P. O. Box 546, Dept. A
BAB HARBOR, MAINE

fWI MAIN ST.

Fine Record

also done interim work at the
Columbia Street Church in Ban
gor and at Fairfield.
Rev. Mr. Welch has served on I
many committees in the various
Baptist associations and in the |
United Baptist Convention of
Maine. He was chosen president !
of the United Convention in 1947
and has been moderator of Lin- i
coin, Penobscot, Androscoggin, '
North Kennebec and South York
associations. He has also been aj
member of the state board of
managers at different times and
served on state ordination, evan-1
gelistic, stewardship and other
committees.
Following his retirement, Rev. *
and Mrs. Welch plan to make their
home at Rockland, Mrs. Welch’s i
girlhood home town and place of
Rev. Mr. Welch’s first full time '
pastorate.
After a period of rest, he intends *
to do some interim and supply i
work.
They have a son, Howard. Jr.. ]
now employed at the General
Electric plant at Lynn.
The Welches will be warmly
welcomed back to Rockland by a
host of friends.

Fred Perkins, Jr., of Warren, for preached his farewell sermon as
mer Warren High School principal pastor of the Village Baptist
and now in thc commercial depart
Church in Kennebunkport in the
ment of radio station WRKD, is
serving as a technical advisor for 49th year of his ministry. A re
20th Century Fox during the film ception w’as accorded Rev. and
Mrs. Welch and they were pre
ing of Peyton Place.
It is his task to be on hand as sented a generous sum of money.
They plan to make their hornscenes are shot and voices record
ed to check closely the dialogue to in this city hereafter, arriving
be sure that actors, unfamiliar June 12.
Mr. Welch will be best remem
with Maine speech, use just the
right twang in their voices as they bered for his long and successful
go through their parts. Working pastorate at the Littlefield Memo
closely with those holding the rial Baptist Church. Mrs. Welch
script during filming, he watches was a Rockland girl, Martha
for terms and expressions which Halvorsen.
A native of North Attleboro,
would not be in keeping with New
England and advises on correc i Mass., he was graduated from
I Bates College in 1912 and received
tions.
When the filming is done in this I his B. D. degree from Newton
area, he will move with the 20th Theological Institution in 1914. He
Centurj' Fox staff to Hollywood was licensed to preach in 1938 and
where he will continue his work i from 1909 to 1912 held a student
as the show is completed in the pastorate at Lisbon. While at
i Newton, he supplied pulpits in
studios.
His wife, Eleanor, and daughter, ! Massachusetts towns.
Carolyn, 12, will accompany him to
Ordained at Rockland in 1915,
the West Coast for the five or six he has held pastorates at Rock
weeks it will take to finish the land, Brewer, Auburn, Warren.
show.
Sabattus and Madison.
He has
Perkins is a student of New Eng
land history and speech and is
sculptor of renown. The figures |
known in the area as a public St. Peter's
are in linden wood, and the Anchor j
speaker of considerable ability.
Cross in oak. The ring and chain
Memorial Holy
were forged by Charles LivingRockland Memorial Post no. Rood Is Hallowed
: stone, and are typical of those used
2499 will hold a rummage sale,
on anchors in our own bay.
Saturday, June 15 at the GAR
St. Peter’s Episcopal Church has
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Hardwick Bungalow Gas Range
2 Lynn Oil Burners, 4 Gas Burners (2 speeds),
Broiler and Automatic Oven.
Back Panel with Electric Clock and 4 Hour Timer.

Leaders ln the Junior American Citizens ( lub, at the Lura Libhy Elementary School in Thomas
ton, kneeling, award the junior American citizen pins to three winning pupils during ceremonies held at
the school Thursday morning. Tlie clubs ure part of the civic programs in the third und fourth grades
and each grade votes on its own recipient. Left, kn -cling; Chesley Adams, dull president in the fourth
grade, pins Rebecca Larsen. Center, Karen Marks, club vice president, pins Paul St. Clair, both third
grade pupils. Paul is the eluh president. At the right, John Spear, his room’s club president, pins Carl
Shesler, winner in their third grade.
Photo by McKeon
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Camden Lions still need a few
dollars from the general public to
help in completing the five room
home which the club is building
for a widow and her five children
who lost their home, furnishings
and personal items by fire a few
weeks ago.
The house is framed and board
ed in and interior work is now
being done by volunteers. Much
in the way of lumber and building
materials has been donated. Now,
a few dollars more are needed to
buy enough to complete the job.
Donations may be sent to Town
Manager Sterling Morris at Cam
den, who is a member of the Lions
Club project committee.
Furniture, bedding, a stove and
general kitchen and household ap
pliances have been donated by
people all over the county in an
swer to an appeal published a
short time ago in The CourierGazette.
The club will hold its annual
Ladies’ Night and installation of of
ficers at Portlaw Inn the evening
of June 18.
Douglass Kelley and Leon Crock
ett will represent the club at the
meeting of Lions District 41 at Po
land Springs Sunday through Tues
day.

Junior Citizen Pins Awarded At Libby School
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